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MEMPHIS, TENN., SA

Memphians Of All Races Mourn
for President At Auditorium

-AY, NOVEMBER SO, 1963

15c

Tributes To Kennedy

A large photograph of the "America has lost one of its er for civil rights."
late President John Fitzgerald greatest leaders. We suffer a
William L. Ross; call Lee
Kennedy, draped in a black tragedy."
Oswald pro-communist. He
crepe hung above the heads Mrs. Leo Burson said: "He went on to say "the love of our
of a grief-strickened crowd of was a symbol of World free- country transcends our differMemphians who quietely list- dom peace and hope to little ences in hours like this."
ened to local citizens, represen- people, people of the world."
Edward F. Barnett: "No man
tatives of all races, creeds and Atty. Russell Surgarmon ever brought in a high office
religion who gathered in the said: "His magnitude and im- more sense of justice, fair
City Auditorium last Sunday pact on the world will be held play for all. The president
afternoon to participate in a for other men at other times to would have us to resolve here
The Late PRES. KENNEDY
memorial service for the late measure. As a Negro, I am to carry on in our actual lives
president.
grieved because he was a lead- those principles for which he stood."
G. B. "Pat" Joyce, State
Four tall, white tapers glowCommander of American Leed in candle-holders which
gion, said: "We pledge that
were draped in black. On
those things he fought for and
either side of the photograph
of the late President Kendied for shall be carried on
unobstructed."
nedy stood two large baskets
of white mums. A basket of
Bob James also spoke.
white mums stood in front of
John Ford Canale, chairman
While the funeral mass was softly. On a table in front of the
air lectern, drapped in black
being said for President John rostrum was a picture of Pres- of the services and master of
-Pe.
A feeling of brotherhood Fitzgerald Kennedy in Wash- ident Kennedy, draped in black. ceremony said: "A greater love
permeated the auditorium — ington, D. C., people of many On each side of the photograph has no man then to lay down
his life for his fellowmen."
perhaps the first time in the faiths gathered in Avery Chap- was a burning candle.
Let us resolve in ourselves
To begin the "informal me!history of Memphis that black el AME church last Monday
and white, Gentile and Jew, before noon for an interfaith morial service," Dr. Crawford fight the bigotry, bitterness in
Protestant and Catholic shared memorial service to the late read scripture, "Let not your
The National Anthem was
so closely an objective and ex- President.
heart be troubled ..." and was
sung by Markuerite Piazza
ecuted without any trace of
The service included prayer, followed by prayer by Dr. G. A. Condon. Lee Winchester, Jr
prejudice.
songs by the audienc e, and A. Jones, who asked the Lord to state president of Young Den)
The memorial services were
words of comfort, from three comfort the bereaved family ocrats read a resolution. Dr.
sponsored by the Shelby Counministers. In charge of the serv- and the Nation in its hour of James A. Wax, Rabbi of Temty Democratic executive comgrief.
mittee of which James E. Ir- ice was the pastor, Dr. Peter G. Another passage of scripture ple Isreal gave the invocation.
Rev. Dr. R. Paul Caudill,
Crawford.
win is chairman. He referred
was read by Rev. E. Paul Bea- pastor of First Baptist church,
As mourners began to assemto Kennedy's book "Profile in
said the benedication. Music
See KENNEDY, Page- 2
Courage." He said "History ble, organ music was played
was supplied by the Christian
shows that when our demoBrother Marc Gregory, Solocracy is in jeodardy, all Amerist William Sellari who sang
icans join together to preserve
Ave Maria; The Parochial
It. Communism is dedicated to
Choirs of Memphis, directed
destroying the free world. We
by Whorl; and the Methodist
Americans must re-dedicate

Interfaith Memorial Service
Held For President Kennedy

Jones Insists On Talking
Escapes Chair9 Gets 99 Years

A WARRIOR IS BORNE BY WARRIORS

Yelled Mrs. .1.1equellne Kennet!, Is seen In center background. (UPI Telephoto:.
ourselves to the principals of
democracy in paying tribute to,
When Frank Jones. 37, went state had asked. the jury set his
President Kennedy."
Requiem prayers and a ser- on trial for his life in Criminal punishment at 99 years in the
glapn was said by the Rt. Rev. Court last week, Public Defen- penitentiary.
Winsignor Merlin K. Hearney, der Hugh Stanton, Sr.. advised
If Jones continues to live
pastor of the Immaculate Con- him not to take the /nand. But through as miraculous
circumception Catholic church. He Jones thought the Jury ought to stances as he went through
this
said of Kennedy, "He was a listen to what he had to say, year, he
"Libera Me" (w hich begins walked around the bier, wav- the prayer known to Catholics
will emerge from prison
marked man who made the and insisted on talking.
with the words, "Deliver me, ing the burning silver pot of as the "Our Father," and to
sometime in the year 2012 after
sign of the cross. We bow our Jones' strategy may have
oh L o r d. from everlasting incense at the casket three Protestants as "The L o rd's
serving 49 years. It makes the
hearts in shame that such a worked, for instead of giving
Prayer," Vests sang its words,
death . . ." ) in a new setting times on each side.
eriartyr should black the pages,him the death sentence as the
Ste 99 YEARS, Page 2
by the Italian tomposer Perosi. "Dominus Vobiscum" "The in a musical setting by comhistory."
Schehl.
Lord be with you," said the poser J. Alfred
•
•
•
Atty. Lucius Burch said: "I
As pallbearers removed the
Cardinal.
am ready to dedicate the rest
The service conducted by
casket to the hearse waiting
"Et cum spiritu tuo" -- "And to transport it to Arlington for
of my life to doing that which
closest to him of al lin tip! Cardinal Cushing was what is with
SMITH
By
MERRIMAM
replied
choir burial, the Cathedral choir sang
thy spirit"
best serves the greatest numely knit Kennedy family known technically as a "low"
ber. I think that it is our duty
WASHINGTON — (UPI) el"
mass, which means that it was and congregation.
a recessional hymn in Grego• - •
to work for freedom, dignity
the simplest type of mass. "Recquiescat in pace"—"May rian chant. It is called "In ParaAmong the mourners
— The soul of John Fitzwere
of all citizens." He went on to
spoken rather than sung, with he rest in peace."
disium" and is a triumphant
say that it is time to strike at
NASHVILLE —Three of the positions for the first time, ac- gerald Kennedy was corn- such diverse world leaders as a single priest officiating ra- "Amen."
reassertion of the Christian
the shackles of ignorance. largest banks and two major cording to a report of the mended unto God Monday Prince Philip of Britain; Alias. ther than the three who would
• • •
hope of everlasting life in hea__cyan,
Mik
first
tits
I.
deputy
Catholic
Roman
prejudice and fear. And called insurance
simple
at
a
companies
here Mayor's Metropolitan Comhave been required had the WWI* the Cardinal recited ven.
for integration.
have employed Negro person- mittee on Human Relations re- funeral Mass attended by world premier of Russia; President family chosen a solemn high
Charles De Gaulle of France; mass.
leaders.
Atty. Ben L. Hooks said: nel in secretarial and clerical cently released.
E
ofont
Rev. J. E. Lowery, chairman Last rites for the assassinat- Chancellor Ludwig Erhard
There was no eulogy. Insofar
of the Nashville Intergroup ed President were conducted bayt West
as the service itself went, the
Belgium:
ofBelgeirumn
G
President
Coordinating Committee and St. Matthew's Cathedral
deceased son of the church
lec
niandSir
primed
one of seven Negro members Richard Cardinal Cushing of AD•ValeraofIrelan
before the altar might have
Douglas-Home. new
of the 26 member bi-racial Boston, the lifelong friend and
been an unknown laborer racommittee stated, "We consid- pastor who performed Ken_ minister of Britain.
er the employment of four Ne- nedy's marriage ceremony and Across America, millions of ther than the President of the
Memphtans in all walks of took forthright stands on civil
groes by three of the major baptized his children.
Kennedy's countrymen said United States.
• • •
banks, and the upgrading of
their own prayers for the re- The emphasis of the service life joined the world in express- rights. I don't think his sense
ing shock, grief, sadness over of fair play and Justice will be
Negro personnel by NashvilleKennedy's flag-draped cal- Pose of his soul. President was strongly focused on the
based national insurance com- ket was borne to the Cathedral Johnson declared a national Christian conviction that death the death of President Ken- equaled in a president in the
next 50 years."
panies a major breakthrough from the White House, six day of mourning and earnest- is not the end, but the begin- nedy.
in equal job opportunity in blocks away, by the same horse- IY recommended that every ning of a larger eternal life. A clergyman — Rev. S. A. A waitress — Mrs. Alberta
Simpson, 862 McComb St.. said:
er Armour heeds the warning Nashville and the South. Some drawn caisson that brought the American attend his place of Cardinal Cushing read the Owens. Sr.. pastor of MetropoLast In Series
"I don't feel that Lee H. Oswald
retail
businesses
Baptist
church,
and
litan
PresPaul
in
in
his
words
letter
of
St.
the
worship
"to
compay
homage
to
where
the
of
the
capitol
remains
signs-of-time,
the
remains
from
By Staff Writers
munity have begun hiring per- an estimated 140.000 persons memory of a great and good to the Thessalonians warning ident of Tennessee Baptist Mis- is the actual man behind the
Mayor-Elect William B. In- to be seen.
sonnel without regard to race passed by the bier.
Christians against falling into sionary and Education Conven- assassination. He did the killing
man."
gram, Jr. surprised many po- Some believe that the Unity following a resolution by the
the
pagan custom of grieving tion said: "In the untimely for some group or organizaSt.
Matthew's
Cathedral,
Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy,
litical-pulse-takers by winning League, headed by 0. Z. Evers, retail merchants board of the
Over
the dead "as others who tragic death of President Ken- tion."
which
was
Kennedy's
parish
the Nov. 7th mayoralty race was a big factor among Negro Chamber of Commerce calling who was at her husband's side
Another weatress—Mrs. Dorhave
no hope."
nedy. this nation suffers prochurch,
is
a
drab
red-brick
But his election came as no electorates in voting for In- for retailers to institute fair when a sniper's bullet cut him
found loss. The national and othy Eason, 2439 Zonne St.
•
•
•
building
with
a
200-foot
high
gram,
but
a
post-election sur- employment
down Friday, followed on foot
said: "I feel depressed like
surprise to the man-in-thepolicies and pracbehind the caisson. Walking be- dome. Standing since 1898, and 'Tor if we believe that Je- the international world will feel everyone else. I hate it. I hope
street because they had quiet- vey indicates that where the tices." Rev. Lowery said.
the loss of this forceable, coubegrimed
by
the
soot
of
the
sus
died
and
Unity
rose
again,
League
the
mournful
so
did
with
hind
cadher
to
endorse and
they caught the right man (Osly elected Judge Ingram AS
The committee report also
downtown area it occupies, it him God will bring those also rageous leader who had won the wald).
their champion many rmsiths campaign for Ingram, it was revealed that there are now ence of muffled drums were is
confidence of political stratefar
from
impressive
in
its
who
have
fallen
former
not
a
asleep
Johnson,
through
President
deciding
factor
in the three private hospitals
before the official election.
which
gist who serve in the world- Another waitress—Mrs. Dorexternal appearance.
Jesus."
election.
offer non-segregated facilities President Eisenhower and Tru- How did Ingram do it?
wide domain. God grant that Dixon. 139 Kirk Ave. said:
• • •
foreign
Thus!
heads
of
state
man,
Mayor-Elect
and
Ingram
He also read the words of
and services (except obsterical
His greatest opera' to the
the great spirit of common was ieal hurt. I guess everybody
dignitaries.
other
became
the
champion
of
the
But its interior is a glitter- Christ recorded in St. John's
and medical staff), and the
tnan-in-the-street was his rebrotherhood for which he else was hurt Just like me. It
underdog.
After the services, the cor- ing example of Romanesque- gospel:
city's only technical high
peated attack upon the City Po.
fought so nobly." continue said was a very bad thing."
Arlingwas
to
proceed
to
tege
Currently
there
is
a
lot
of
Byzantine
architecture, with "I am the resurrection and
school will admit Negroes in
A Public School Principal —
lice department's modus oper- speculation
Rev. Owens, who is also chairabout the kind of January,
ton National Cemetery where pillars of magnificent red-and- the life; he who
1964.
believes in me,
Nashville's
andi — arrests, presentation of mayor
Owen college Board of Robert Morris of Lester high
PT-109
commander
will
of
the
Ingram
will
be.
Some
Carrara
white
marble and rich- even if he die, shall live."
public schools are integrated
school said: "I was deeply moveVidence, etc — Ingram refus- say
trustee.
inanof
rest forever among fellow com- ly colored mosaics of Venetian
he will be a very strong through the sixth
ed. and disappointed over the
grade, but
police testimony as conclu- mayor
rades-in-arms of World War glass. Its showpiece is a mag- Following the mass proper, A public school head—Frank untimely
and move the city the system's grade-a -year
death of President
plan
We evidence of guilt. He met- ahead
J. Lewis. principal of Grant elerapidly. Others believe is under attack in the Federal II and other heroic dead.
nificent high altar of white Cardinal Cushing came down
• • •
ed out minimum fines in many he will work
from the high altar and ap- mentary school, said: "The na- Kennedy. I feel that the Amercooperatively courts. There are approximatemarble,
carved
in
India
and
ican people. especially the Necases when the maximum with
other commissioners, ly 600 Negro pupils in inte- "The Rest In Peace" mass &cored with colored insets in proached the casket to bestow tion and the world has suffered groes have suffered
a tremencould have just as easily been which is very necessary
under grated schools in Metropolitan for America's first Roman Ca- the same manner as the famed a final absolution on the mortal a great loss, through the death dous loss."
given. This was a big factor in the form of Memphis
remains of the late President. of our president. He will be retholic President was offered in
city Nashville.
A local politician -- Frank
Ingram winning the heart of government.
corded in history as one of the
The Intergroup Coordinat- the presence of 1,200 persons
While the congregation stood
Kennedy's casket rested in
the man-in-the•street.
greatest national and interna- Kilpatrick said "I think that
Judging from Ingram's ad- ing Committee is composed of who had come from near and Tai
n
reverent
silence,
the
88-yearthe nation has lost the greatfront of this altar And just unIn effect, Mayor.Elect In- ministration as judge, he will
old Archbishop of Boston pro- tional leaders of our time.
representatives of all civil far to make • final gesture of derneath the soaring
dome of
gram ..obtained many "anti- bring vigor to the office. Yet, rights and
A member of the State Par- est president that people have
love or respect.
nounced
the
human
ancient
prayer
for
relations
the Cathedral.
votes. the future holds the full groups
department"
police
don and Parole Board. in Mem- known. I think he did more for
in Nashville including "Life is not taken away . .
the forgiveness of a merciful
Thus! He got beneath the ar- answer.
phis for a meeting —Willard the greatest majority than anyNCLC. NAACP, Student Com- life is but changed," intoned In keeping with Catholic God:
mour of the police department
Bowden of Nashville; said: "I other president ever. Abraham
Also being watched with mittee, etc.
white-haired Cardinal Cushing liturgical tradition, there were
"Oh Lord, do not bring this think the world has lost the Lincoln signed freedom on Papbecause he "stood up for the great anticipation are Freshas he offered the ancient Ca- no flowers on the altar or thy servant to alai, for no man
little people of the city," who men Commissioners Petes Sisgreatest leader of our time. I er. John Kennedy put freedom
around the casket. The usual
Into practice. His great knowltholic prayer for the departed: white
have cried "police brutality, sion of Public( Works; Hunter
candles on the altar were becomes aoly in thy sight un- certainly think that we here in
•
•
•
edge of world affairs was wider
-false arrests, abusive language Lane, Jr. Of Public Service
replaced with candles of un- less thou dolt grant him for- America have lost the greatest
and Kenneth Turner, Judge of
during arrests, ect."
civil rights leader we have ever than any other president. I have
"Be merciful, we bes•ech bleached yellow wax, the sign giveness of all his sins.
watched him demonstrate this
Could the election of Judge Juvenile Court.
thee, 0 Lord, to the soul of of A funeral mass. Cardinal "We implore thee, therefore, known. At this time all Party knowledge
at press conferAmong the many things exIngram as mayor be "the
factions
should
come
together
Cushing
wore
black vestments do not let the verdict of thy
thy servant, John Fitzgerald
ences."
handwriting on the wall," for pected — just like other citiinstead of the brilliant scarlet judgement so against him, and get behind President LynKennedy,
whom
you
have
just
A
local
The
practicing attorney —
Memphis Branch NAACP
Commissioner Claude A. Ar- zens — most mentioned among
robes of his office as a prince whom the loyal prayer of don Baines Johnson and supS. A. Wilbun said: "It was a
will 'March for Membe r- called out of this world .. . he of the church.
mour' s political career? Right- Negroes are:
Christian faith is commending port his program with all enerput
you:
his
in
hope
trust
and
great
tragedy."
fully or wrongly, the "man-in- (I) A drastic reduction in ships" on Saturday Nov 30. The
gy and enthusiasm we possess."
to thy mercy .. ."
"march" is In connection with de not then let him undergo One of Kennedy's favorite
the street" holds Armour re- police brutality, abuse, etc.
The president of a local servs
pains
of
the
bring
him
hymns,
HelL
but
The
Ave
was
Cardinal
Maria,
The
walked
around ice club— Lawrence Wade of —Or A Willis Wagon
sponsible for the conduct of (2) Employment of Negroes the annual fall membership
to
happiness
without
sung
end."
before
lie
the
mass
oy
bier,
sprinkling
Luigi
the
casket
police. He is the last leaf in al/ public offices in secre- campaign.
• • •
Venn, a Boston tenor who also with holy water, three times Omnibus-H/0 club said: 'His OAKHAM, England — (UPI)
Representatives will march
the E. H. Crump political tarial, clerical, etc. positions.
sang
at the late President's on the right side, three times death (President Kennedy) is — Retired civil servant Leslie
ree which once grew and (3) Continued effort to at- from door to door in all ereaa of By the side of the griefa great loss to the nation. and to Stokes appealed for 500 lolliwedding.
on the left side.
the city to invite their friends numbed youne widow was
flourished so dominantly in tract more industry here.
the free world, first, but to the pop sticks — without the lolliin property tax and neighbors to Join the fight Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy, The Cathedral choir then Then he exchanged the holy Negro particular He was the pops — to use in bungling
this end of the forest.
(4) No
a
for freedom.
*ether or not Commission- in the irukiedate future.
the late President's brother and sang the ancient fimeral hymn I water for incense, hand again first president In historke who miniature windmill.
t,

Men's Choirs.

Military color guard carries the casket of the late President
John F. Kennedy to cabman for procession to church.

A Hero's Burial For John F. Kennedy

Largest Banks Hire Negroes
As Clerks And Secretaries

How Memphians Felt
About Kennedy's Death

Post Mortem:

IVat 17s--Epected Of
Our Elected Officials

S

NAACP To March
For Membership

IlY

raise

World Pauses To Pay Respects
During Funeral Of President
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Douglass High School Principal To Head UNCF Drive Here

I'.
STARTS SUNDAY DEC.
(Contiawed From Page 1)
• g. BIG DAYS .
alitiire's ACP Alf AWARD WINNER
second time he has gone behind The principal of Douglass Fund campaign in the Mem- mentary school in the city, Money raised in college contest in connecti
on with the The campaign is scheduled to
/EST ACTRESS
High School, Melvin 1%1, Con- phis area. Kickoff tor tne (wive and Cornell Wells, principal of cities and big
bars for murder.
cities in the drive.
lend Dec. 31.
ley, also a topnotch college is scheduled for Tuesday night, Z. A. Harrold Junior High North is
ESCAPE TRIP
sent to New York
Jones was convicted this week football official, has accepted Dec. 3, at 7:30 in the Com- school in Millington.
headquarters and then divided
for fatally shooting Levora the chairmanship of the an- mons on LeMoyne College's Conley and a committee are among member colleges. Apnual
United Negro College campus.
at work this week organizing proximately $15,000 is raised
Thomas of 2388 Dexter last
Kickoff speaker will be the campaign.
March 23 when he forced the
for the fund in Memphis each
Miss Harry Mae Simons, a HELPS 32 SCHOOLS
man into his car for an escape
year, but LeMoyne receives
LeMoyne graduate who has LINO% with headquarters in about $48,000 a year from
trip out of town. When the car
the
been principal of Magnolia New York City, is a nation- New York UNCF headquarwould not start he blasted Mr.
Elementary school for several wide fund-raising agency for ters.
'Sex is not
Thomas In the head and fired
years.
92 accredited private colleges,
at his wife as she ran.
forbidden wordr
Conley
this
week
urged
all
veteran
campaign
other
Two
- including LeMoyne in MemBack in 1951. Jones was sent
ers who have agreed to work phis, Lane in Jackson, Tenn., Memphians to contribute to
to prison for killing a man in
Morrell's Pride, Whole lb. 454 Butt Halt lb. 480
drive
the
UNCF
in
again
this
Fisk in Nashville, Tenn., Knox- the fund. Contributions may be
Fayette County with a shotgun.
Year are George D. Clark, Jr., ville in Knoxville, Tenn., Phi- sent to UNCF in care of LeWhen Jones took the stand
principal of A. B. Hill Ele- lander Smith in Little Rock, Moyne College, 807 Walker
last week. he blamed alcohol for
Full Shook Halt lb.
Ark., Tougaloo Southern Chris- ave., Memphis 6, Tenn.
his troubles. He claimed that he
tian in Tougaloo, Miss., Tal- A youth group, The Cocould not remember going on
6 to 8 lb. Avg. Pound
ladega, Stillman and Tuake- Ettes, headed by Miss Erma
a rampage on the Friday night
gee in Alabama, and Dillard Laws, is working in behalf
last spring which ended with
Swift's Premium 4 to Sib. Are. lb.
(Continued From Page 1) and Xavier in New Orleans of the local campaign, and the
his being shot 15 times by offiafl predominantly Negro Pre•Alumni club at LeMoyne
cers after they found him hidvon, pastor of Providence AMZ schools.
Is conducting a "bliss UNCF'
NEST KNOWN BIRO IN THE OSA
ing in a broken-down truck bechurch.
hind a house at 2501 Vandale.
Rev. I. T. Jefferson. one of of goodness and greatness,"
FORGOT ALL
the assistant pastors at St. An- Rev. Beaver said.
don't remember shooting
drew AMR church, told the as- MESSAGE FROM GOD
anyone," he said. "because I
sembly that "President KenneAlter singing "My Country
had nothing against either one
KELVIN CORLEY
dy was one of the best men to 'Tis of Thee," the mourners
of the men I killed.
inhabit the White House since heard Rev. James Lawson. pasrt.
-When I got out of prison, I
Abraham I.triewan
tor of Centenary Methodist
— PLUS —
said I was not going to drink Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Morris VAST OF CENTURY
church,say that"the assassinaof 22:t9 Eldridge.
any more," he told the
"He believed in the proposi- tion of President Kennedy re- A Thanksgiving Day service
Jun",
A COLOSSUS Of
"But I went right back on it." When Mrs. Ella Morse. 72, tion that all men are created
refused to tell him where Mrs.
quires more than mourning." will be held on Thursday
ADVENTURE
LOOKING FOR WOMAN
Pulliam was, he shot her in equal," he said. "The President He praised the late President morning at 11 a. m., at the
Few The
Witnesses said Jones went
the knee. She came to court died for us. and I do not mean for his courage in the face of Mississippi Blvd, Seventh Day
Fleet These
amuck after he attempted to
crutches to testify for the the Negro, but the common peo- criticism from the left and the Adventist church, and the
on
00Th.
locate Mrs. Louise Pulliam, his state.
public is invited.
ple."
• 117,Uilir'..1'
right.
Screen(
former landlady and girl
CI.P.1:)•LEZ;
"President Kennedy was one "This death has occured be- The speaker for
After limping to the stand
the service
friend, at 2224 Eldridge, and and
answering questions, of those men which we develop cause God is trying to say will be the pastor, Elder Ralph
her children and neighbors
NE:WAtt
Jones
only once in 100 years." Rev. something to you and me and Preston Peay. Appropri
ate
would not tell him where she know said, '1 would like to
•NEVI? tENDI)N.I
why the police had to Beavers mkt
the
Nation."
he
stated.
music
for
"God
the
occasion
is
will be
was hiding.
• 11111WVIN lime
shoot me 15 times before they
*CHARLES At SCHNEER weaves.
The minister said that the giving us a chance to repent." sung.
After pistol-whipping three arrested me."
TO LA.64
world
punishes
those
who
live
After
the
benedict
ion
was
of Mrs- Pulliam's children, he
Saturday, Nov. 30, will be
•mots S Isla!
No one answered him, and below its standard, and cruci- said by Evangelist Nellie Ifickles,
U.
Youth Day at the church, with
herded the youngsters across he repeated the question.
BIB WW1 WI
fies those who rise above it.
"the mourners sang "God Bless young people in charge of the
lb. aid Onr
18
the street to the residence of He did not get reply.
a
"Death is the inevitable price America."
services.
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SELECTIONS
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$1111
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SHOES
UP TO
SIZE 16
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Pa'ilr
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BO
YS
WORK SHOES • CASUAL SHOES

FOR m_. AND

DRESS SHOES •
ALL SIZES • ALL WIDTHS UP TO EEE

Shoes for your every need. Built-in extra wear
qualities. Select from smooth or pebble leather
s, as well as
authentic -looking alligator pattern. Many styles
feature all leather linings, double soles, and
hand stitching.
Black, Brown, Cordovan and Cordo-Black Combina
tion.
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LOW
AS

PRIZE WINNER
Selectee/ by "Playboy" Magazine as

"Clutsionding Style of 1963" is this com•
bination of Llama Calf end Eisendroth
Coll. Certainly for the Mon about Town.

•

NI-STYLE
A skillful co • ordination of a kid heartwing and smooth Black Calf. Definitely
in the Winners' Circle of Good-Looking
Shoes.

NEW LOOK
A high riser Style of Elegant, Smooth
Calf with a soft Toe Box. Available in
Black only.

CASUAL
Handsome slip on with Smooth Coif Vamp
and Llama Calf quarter. Also available
in oil Llama Calf.

WORK SHOES

COMFORTABLE - RUGGED - RESILIENT

Protects feet, provides comfortable support. Leath•rcovered cushioned innersoles, steel shank,
arch
supports, fully lined. Oil resistant
Sol•s and Heels.

HI-TOPS
GOOD LOOKING
CASUAL
Soft, supple leather for more support and greater comfort. Sports the new boot cube last and the basqne
boot heel. A favorite of men of all ages.

LINEMAN'S BOOTS
Durable Block oil-tanned upper
loather with groin lanithet fullheight rongu•. Too has leatli•r
lining. Long wearing Block
Naophron• sol• and heal with
leather middle solos. Rawhide
$11.88
Lac•s.

HURRY
TO THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU.
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2364 SUMMER AVE. Near Parkway MEMPHIS, TENN.,
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Veteran Teacher Honored At
Porter's Open House Program

!DOWN FRONT!'
SADNESS still gnaws in the
hearts of the writers of this
column over the tragic death
of President Kennedy who was
killed not so much from bullets from a high-powered rifle
as from the deadly hate erupting from the soul of a man
who, he, himself was utterly
destroyed by hate. We utter
a prayer for the Kennedy

lbsen's "An Enemy of the
People" was presented on the
college campus recently. Walter, a graduate of Washington
here, is a senior at the college.
He is the son of Mrs. Ann
Lawrence Hall Weathers.
A GROUP OF Negro mothers were upset last week about
th,e reported treatment their
teenage sons received from
CHARLES FIELDS, one of city polic.. The mothers are
the local men about-town is saying, "We are discussing the
preparing to leave town to possible registering of a formal
take a job, headquartering in complaint in which we would
request that the police deChicago.
OMEGA PSI PHI fraternity partment be screened and
will hold its annual ball some- cleaned of gestapo tactics."
time in December. The un- WHEREVER PROSPECTIVE
timely death of. our President CANDIDATES are being discaused the fret to postpone cussed for the Congress from
its dance last Friday night. the Ninth District, Lewis Tali-However Kappa Alpha Psi aferro's name is mentioned es
fraternity did not find it easy the strongest contender to
to cancel its pay-dance. So challenge Cliff Davis next
they had the dance. However, year. Other names which are
the crowd wore the gloom of being mentioned as likely
candidates are State Senator
mourning.
A DELIGHTFUL ROLE, "A Frank White, Tom Shaeffer,
Mayor Beverly Briley, second from left, gave a speech
by George Grider, Tom Mitchell,
DRUNK," was played
at the inaugural program for a three-week showing of
Walter Hall when:the Kala- Buddy Dwyer, Bill Farris and
this exhibit, "Century of Negro Progress" at Fisk univermazoo college prbdUction of Henry Loeb,
sity in Nashville. From left are Dr. George N. Redd, dean
of the college; Mayor Briley, Miss Sandra Joyce Smith,
a senior, who introduced the speaker; and Mrs. Ella M.

Jackie's 1963: First
Her Son, Then Husband

Officers of St. Jude Baptist cy, which is the result of too
church have agreed to give many children being left alone
some financial aid to Mrs. L. today."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Watch, the famous scottish
She said that the financial
J. Peppers, widow of the late
It was the first time Jacque- highland regiment, visited the
pastor, until their youngest aid which the church has line Kennedy accompanied the White House.
promised the family reflects
child reaches the age of 18.
President on a fund-raising pre- Mrs. Kennedy, 36, lost her
Mrs. Peppers' husband suf- "the respect and admiration" election
campaign
outside son, Patrick, Aug. 9 only 39
fered an attack at the church which the congregation -had Washington.
hours after his birth. Under
during a heated business for her husband, "and I cerIt turned out to be the last advice of her doctor's she canmeeting with a woman mem- tainly am grateful for it."
time.
called her social engagements
ber and died four days later
Mrs. Peppers said that the
The First Lady made her first for the rest of the year.
in the E. H. Crump Memorial church is now praying for a
public appearance at the Presi- However, s h e returned to
hospital.
new leader, and many clergydent's side since the loss of her
President's side just over a
A schoolteacher. Mrs. Cur- men have offered to come if third child in August only nine the
week ago and also participated
ren Mitchell of 1379 Quinn, invited.
day ago when the Black Supreme Court judges earliei
Among the ministers and
Was arrested and charged
in a white house reception for
with disorderly conduct after churches which have given fithis week.
police was summoned to the nancial aid to the Peppers
The List Lady was scheduled
church. The trial was reset family since the death of Rev.
to be present at a state dinner
for Nov. 19, but the charge has Peppers are Revs. E. V. McMonday night in honor of visitbeen dropped on the advice of Ghee, Mt. Zion Baptist; B. T.
ing West German Chancellor
Mrs. Peppers and officials of Dumas, Mt. Parran; 0. C. ColLudwig Erhard. Erhard's visit
lins, Progressive Baptist; J.
St. Jude.
was called off shortly after
L. Lindsay, Pilgram Rest Bap"Lawyers advised me on
news of Kennedy's assassinatist, Pillow Street; J. W. West,
what action I could take," Mrs.
The first fall meeting of tion shocked Washington.
Mt. Moriah, Florida, St., and
Peppers said, "but I am not
the Omnibus-100 Service club
Rev. Mark Dukes.
The Kennedy's had been poswell and the strain of going
has been set for Wednesday, ing for magazine and newspapto court might be too much
Dec. 4, at 7:30 at the 'Fri State er pictures frequently in the
for, me."
Defender office, 236 S. Wel- past weeks in what one writer
Mrs. Peppers said a number
lington. All members are urg- called a new look of togetherof churches have made donaWalker Elementary School ed to attend and participate in ness.
tions to her and the children PTA held a meeting Tuesday. making plans for the
Jacqueline Kennedy did not
and officers of the church said Mrs. Lee is the president and year. Lawrence S. ensuing
Wade is articlpate.in Kennedy's electhat until her seven-year-old Charles W. Homer is princi- president of the club. Thaddetion campaign three years ago,
daughter becomes 18, they pal.
us T. Stokes is the secretary. because she was pregnant.
will receive support from the
church.
"I shall try to stay home and
be a good mother to my children," Mrs. Peppers said.
"Two of them are teenagers,
and my staying at home will
help curb juvenile delinquen-

A large crowd was on hand Bentley, a cousin of the honfor the Open House program oree and a retired teacher. A
at Porter Junior High school beautiful orchid from the
to climax American Education school was pinned on Miss
Week, and
Miss Isabelle Greenlee by Miss M. A.
Greenlee, one of the veteran Reeves.
teachers, was honored.
ON THE PROGRAM
Miss Greenlee, an eighth
Miss Greenlee expressed her
grade English teacher, is con- appreciation for the tributes
templating retirement after a paid her. Speaking for the
teaching career of 42 years. At church and community was
the program she received many Mrs. H. R. Braithwaite, and
good wishes from former prin- for the school was Mrs. P. W.
cipals, former faculty members Wright.
and students.
Other participants on the
Among those present were program were Mrs. L. H.
Harry T. Cash, principal of Bridges, who explained the ocHamilton; Mrs. Effie Flagg, casion; Rev. Lee A. Mullen,
Mrs. J. M. Tarpley, and Mrs. who gave scripture and praySadie Guy, retired teachers, )er; and Mrs. C. D. Hill, PTA
and Miss Pyttee S. Bolden, president, who gave greetings.
Mrs. Omega She It o, Miss
Music was supplied by the
Grelia Reeves and Mrs. Clau- band, glee club, and the Pordia K. Foster, formery faculty ter Four, a faculty male quarmembers.
tet.
Pictures of the program were
Flowers for the occasion
were sent by Mrs. Mabel I. taken by Assistant Principal
•
Chastene Thompson and remarks made by A. B. Owen.
Jr.. principal of the school.
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway
was program chairman.
HYANNIS PORT, Mass. —
(UPI) — Joseph Kennedy kept
a lonely vigil Monday.
Gothard, information specialist with the U.S. Department
The 73-year old former amof Health, Education and Welfare, producer of the exhibit
bassador and father of the late
which was shown for the first time at the Chicago Negro
president, was alone at the
Century of Progress Exposition last summer. Miss Smith "Kennedy Ct,mpound" with his
is from Los Angeles and reigns as "Miss Fisk" of 1963-64. riece Ann Gargan and a long
time friend, The Rev. John
Cavahaugh, former president of
the University of Notre Dame.
Friends of the family and
ROME — (UPI) — Madame Kennedy was an act of God. members of the household staff
said the late President's father
Ngo Dinh Nhu sent a telegram She termed it "that ordeal was
bearing his grief "with I
to Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy which God has bestowed on great strength and wonderful
staying the President's death you."
composure."
must be particularly unbear- She compared
Kennedy's
ble "because of your habitualmurder with the slaying other the wounds inflicted on Presily sheltered life."
brother-in-law, President Ngo dent Kennedy were identical"
Mme. Nhu suggested that Dinh Diem of Viet Nam, and to those of Diem and her
husthe assassination of President her husband. She said "even band.

Mme.NhuSendsPungent Wire

Omnibus Club
To Meet Dec. 4
Fabulous 12

Walker PTA

BETTER BUY AT
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PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
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WATER BUGS
RATS

2450 SUMMER

MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
MAMMOTH'S JUVENILE ESTATE BUILDER IS

TO PRO ME an_leducational fund,

THE GIFT that has many • advantages over
countless other gifts at CHRISTMAS TIME.

TO PROVIDE an early stat ort a longrange
retiremeat program.

THE GIFT that multiplies FIVE times its-firre
value (from $1,000 to $5,000) at the age 'of
adulthood (age 21).

an insurance policy that is versatile in that
it may be used in so MANY WAYS

CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

Inquire about our Xmas
Layaway as low as $5.00
down on new or used? ? ? ?

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

O.Z. EVERS

* No Down Payment

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
'63 Ford

'59 Ford

'61 Comet

4 -door. Radio
automatic.

Sharp

2- door.

2-door hardtop. Bucket seats,
pow stand air cond.

$1095

Galovie 2-door hardtop, Radio
and heater, automatic.

'63 Ford

$1995

Calorie 4 -door. Radio and
heater, automatic, v-s.

'60 Buick
4-door,

white

Radio

wall OP.o.

'59 Ford

$2595

'61 Ford

$1495

$11115
and heater,
Low a,d *age.

:e Street

Calorie 500, 4-door, radio and
hecit,,, automatic, air cond.
Like new.

$2095 '61 Renault

Foirlone "500" 2-cloor hardtop. Radio and heater, white
wall tires.

'62 Ford

$1495

$695

Dauphine Like New.

'57 Ford

$495

like new.

HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
Open Nites

GIVE THE GIFT that keeps GIVING.
.
GIVE THE GIFT that creates an ESTATE
for the future generation.

HOME OFFICE IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN LOUISVILLE
District Office

Full

'61 T-Bird

$1495 '63 Ford

4-door hardtop.Has everything.

'61 Falcon

"98" 2• door hordrop.
Power. Sharp.

TO EDUCATE a child in tho principles of
thrift and regular SAVINGS.

INSURANCE COMPANY

'59 Olds

'62 Merc.
'59 Ford

hooter,

d by

MAMMOTH LIFE and ACCIDENT

$995

and

TO OFFSET the financial
deatk..

YOU ... PARENTS, GRANDPARENTS, AUNTS
AND UNCLES BE ON THE GIVING LIST THIS
CHRISTMAS BY GIVING THE CHILD OF YOUR
HEART MAMMOTH'S ESTATE BUILDER.

4-door. Radio and hooter, automatic, air conditioned.

ualavie "500',
power steering,
con d. So. Demo.

TO BUILD an insurance ESTATE at the lowest possible cost.

THE GIFT that meets the economic demands
of the young parent of TOMORROW.

MAMMOTH'S JUVENILE ESTATE BUILDER IS ..

Licensed and
Bonded

Ph. FA 7-6033

No Problem - This Year Give MAMMOTH'S
J.E.B. Policy for the Gift that Keeps Giving

458-1151
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Church Of God In Christ's
56th Hely Convocation To
Start Here November 25

Launch 3 Probes Into
Presidents Killing
to build an irrefutable case
By JACX VANDENBERG
.
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - against the ex-Marine
Three major investigations The Justice Department said
were developing into the As- it would lend whatever aid
sassination of President Ken- Texas officials needed in the
nedy and the murder of his state's investigation. Texas
accused slayer, Lee Harvey Atty. Gen. Waggoner Carr announced after President KenOswald.
that a "court
The inquires by the FBI, nedy's funeral
would be called to
the state of Texas and, possi- of inquiry"
consider the slayings.
bly, the Senate Judiciary Committee were expected to reveal • The court, similar to a factall the details surrounding the finding board but with the
death of the President to choke power to subpoena witnesses,
off at once any of the inevit- would serve to replace the
trial of Oswald that cannot
able rumors of a "plot."
As one Senator remarked, now be held. It makes find"Some people debated for a ings, but they do not have the
century whether John Wilkes force of law and are not
they may
Booth killed Lincoln, now is privileged, that is,
the time to get the whole story be used only at the risk of
libel.
(of the Kennedy assassinaMembers of the Senate's
tion.")
powerful Judiciary Committee
President Johnson assured were reported to feel t ha t
the nation that all the facts the Texas investigation would
disclosed in the FBI investiga- not be enough.
tion would be made public.
"Too many people are disHe ordered all federal agen- turbed about the strange cirFBI
the
with
cooperate
to
cies
cumstances of the whole tragic
and the Justice Department in affair," said one Republican
a "prompt and thorough in- corn-'"ce member.
vestigation of all the circumThe committee members will
stances" surrounding the two attempt to ascertain the Kenkillings. ,
nedy family's feelings before
"The people of the nation deciding on the investigation.
may be sure that all of the They did indicate, however,
facts will be made public," the that they would offer legislaPresident said in a statement. tion to make the assassination
The FBI is positive that Os- of the President a Federal
wald fired the two fatal bul- crime, punishable by death.
lets which killed Kennedy in
Dallas last Friday, but it hopes

the Mayor and City Commissioners of Memphis; George
W. Lee, and Elder T. L Pleas,
of Kansas City, Kan.

Other highlights are Nov.
29, Evangelist Department
ming Wells, Greensboro, N. C. headed by Bishop L. C. Page,
Bishop L. H. Ford, Chicago, of Loa Angeles, Calif.; and
Ill.; Bishop C. E. Bennett, Ga- Dec. 3, Annual Women's Day,
ry, Ind.; Bishop John White, Mrs. L. B. Coffey, of Chicago,
New Orleans, La.; and Bishop Ill., presiding.
B. S. Lyles, Clarksdale, Miss.
The Church of God in Christ
The day and night meeting
will open with three days of has nearly three million memfasting and prayer and climax- bers and 92 presiding bishops
ing Sunday, Dec. 1, Official in the United States, Europe,
Day, when Bishop Jones will Africa and Latin America.'
speak.
Hosts to the Convocation
Another highlight of the
A. B. McEwen avid
meeting will be "Civic Night," are Bishop
Saturday, Nov. 30, when Bish- Bishop J. 0. Patterson, of
op L. H. Ford, of Chicago, Ill., Memphis.

1

NEED
CASH!

will preside. Speakers include

LOOK!

TO REST IN PEACE
nedy. The youthful slain chief executive is
the second U. S. President to be laid to
rest In the National heroes''kapok,

A hero's grave on a slope just below the
Custis-Lee Mansion in Arlington National
Cemetery is readied by workmen for 46year-old President John Fitzgerald Ken-

Under a rallying banner of
"unity" the 56th Holy Convocation of the Church of God
in Christ will convene at Mason Temple, 958 S. Mason St.,
Nov. 25 to Dec. 6.
This meeting will mark the
first national Holy Convocation of the Church of God in
Christ since Bishop 0. T.
Jones, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
was elected senior bishop of
the church with a 12-member
Board of Executive Commissioners, *leaded by Bishop A.
B. McEwen, of Memphis.
Bishop Jones and Bishop McEwen were elected in Dec.
1962, after the death of )11
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
C. H. Mason, founder and or- 1-4
ganizer of the Church 14.0nd we,
in Christ.
Along with Bishop Metwen
and Bishop Jones, other members of the Board of ExecuFIIII power. Factory air. Sluarp.
tive Commissioners are: Bish- 0.1
op J. S. Bailey, of Detroit, -1
Mich., vice chairman; Bishop
V-0. 4.iinnr. 11.(00 Actual miles. Like new.
J. 0. Patterson, Memphis, general secretary; Bishop 0. M.
Sleight dri,n. One owner.
Kelly, New York, N. Y.; Bish- 1-1
op S. M. Crouch, Los Angeles,
Calif.; Bishop W. G. Shipman, C/2
Croon Countt y Wagon. One owner, 41.000 actual mile,. Double
Detroit, Mich.; Bishop Wyo1411.1.P.

every person should face
day, and all too soon are called
other person with digevery
off the stage of life, beckoned
n,ity, "as we do not know who
into the wings of oblivion, and
tbe person may be who will
are soon forgotten while the
influence our lives."
scene is occupied by other
N. C.
actors who will speak their GREENSBORO,
"One cannot expect to get
lines and fade behind the cur- something out of a church servBe a
tains of death.
ice unless he brings something
We must all return to the to it," Dr. James S. Thomas,
of Nashville, Tenn., told the
dust in the near future, but
Family
Bennett College vesper auwhile we live we have a dience Sunday.
MODIFIED
chance to do good each day. Dr. Thomas, a representative
and make
Know Your Negro History Every day should be looked of the Board of Education of
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIORE"
The Dutch launched the upon as another opportunity to the Methodist Church and a
overseas slave trade as a reg- serve God and our fellowman. Bennett trustee, said that the
ular institution when they
deliberate purpose of each
a righteous life is
(N
made their first trading voy- To live
person attending a worship
each
of
possibility
age to the Guinea Coast in within the
service should be to seek a
1595.
personal encounter with God.
of us.
He added: "A hunger for
For righteousness consists in
greatness and goodness are
nothing else but doing right. needed if one is to benefit
Let us not emulate only our from such an encounter.
Ilate President in doing that "Pointing out that nobility
All Colon and Colo,
!which is right, but let us study and ugliness live in the same
Conthinot.ons
the
the life of Jesus, just as the environment, and that
Bodge. for Ushem <NA
truth of the Garden of Eden
Orgonizofions
centurion did, and glorify God is as contemporary as yesterMRCS FURNITURE DEPT.
by doing right ourselves.
day, Dr. Thomas urged that
Nos,Paws,

Truth About'The
Garden Of Eden'

5311TWO MILK'
BOTH

LOOK!

$1395
$1995
$1295
$ 895
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

CHURCH PEWS
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t

Pulpit Furniture

DIXIE FINANCE CO.

Woo Owned - Howe Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
••as. like to toy yes to your
loon requ•st"
Examined and Supervised by
th• Stat• D•partment of
In•urone• and Banking.

2 LOCATIONS

III S. Mole, JA 14681
152 Medium, JA 5-1111

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

You'll enjoy shopping at Big Star
where you're always among friends!

Budget Terms
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Write for Catalog
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SEATING CO.
1102 Vernon Street
Huntington, W. V.
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"Blessed be The Lord. who daily loadeth us with benefits.
Even the God of our Salvation."
—Psalm- 68:19
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Redeem coupons series #6
worth 400 Free Quality Stamps.
Will be good Mon. Nov.25 thru Nov. 30.
Be sure and redeem each and
every coupon you received
in the mail.

REDEEM YOUR COUPONS TODAY!
THIS MESSAGE IS DEDICATED TO:

COPYRIGHT 1660 BY I. K. ANDERSON

The staunch women and men who in these troublous•days are lifting up hand and voice to God
to push back the advancing waves of atheism and unbelief; and to all America, who will join in a return to FAITH OF OUR FATHERS.
Each morning and evening we are lifting our voice to God "PRAISE GOD FROM WHOM ALL BLESSINGS FLOW."
Will you join us?
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PENTECOSTAL WOMEN AND MEN
Memphis, Tennessee'
P. 0. Box 2291

You'll enjoy shopping at Big Star
where prices are right S. clerks polite!
You'll find everyday low, low prices
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LeMoyne Graduate Obtains Job
With Ohio Youth Commission

41170
er4:1
0041

BALTIMORE, Md. — A na- dal Work, and Howard Unitive of Arkansas, Mrs. Vyola versity where she earned her
Fambro Lincoln, superinten- , master's degree in social work
dent of the Barrett School for in June, 1955.
Girls in Anne Arundel County SCHOOL FOR TEENS
ta Glen Burnie, has been ap- The Barrett school is a
pointed Chief of Institutions training school for juvenile
of the Ohio Youth Commis- delinquent girls ranging in
sion with offices in Columbus. ages from 12 to 18 years. It
Mrs. Lincoln did her under- serves the entire state of
graduate work at LeMoyne Maryland.
college in Memphis, Tenn.,
where she received her A. B. Mrs. Lincoln came to the
degree with a major in sociol- school in September, 1955, as
assistant superintendent and
ogy.
She- did graduate work at served in this capacity for
the Chicago university School'three years, when she was proof Social Administration, Cath- limited to superintendent in
olic University School of So- September, 1958.
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FABULOUS 12
The Fabulous 12 Social club
gave a pre-Thanksgiving ball
at the Roaring 20's supper
club last Saturday. Mrs. Mai
,Min Mildred O• Davis was Hall is president of the club
and Miss Bernice Russell is
the guest speaker last Sunday
business manager.
aternuon when annual WomGoldat
observed
Day
was
en's
en Leaf Baptist church. Music, Thursday, November 28511
THANKSGIVING DAY
for the program was sung by

Women's Day At
'Golden Leaf

0

the Christian Woman's Chorus'
an d Women's Chorus of t h e
church.
Mrs. Dorothy Watson was in
charge of Sunday School, and
the sermon delivered by the
pastor, Rev. L. A. Hamblin.
Mrs. L. A. Hamblin was
chairman of the observance,
Mrs. Dorothy Watson co-chairman, and Mrs. Rosie Webb and
Mrs. Yvett Lewis secretaries.
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LOOKING FROM
from the doorway of the Manassas Community's Area l'ItC1, located at 715-A Marble St. in Oates
Manor Housing Project, is Mrs. Ruth Jones, temporary
area program director who Is filling in for Mrs. Grace
Lev4is, who is on leave. The center houses a kitchen, setlug room, and other areas for meetings, teas, etc.
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Manassas Area YMCA Program
Plans Christmas Vespers
The Manassas Community's a permanent center, 715-A
Area YWCA Program is mak- program director who is filling
ing plans to hold Christmas in for Mrs. Grace Lewis, away
Vespers which has been set on leave until early next year.
,for Dec. 19 at 7:30 p. m„ at During "World Fellowship
Oates Manor Housing Project Week," observed several weeks
,auditorium, announces Mrs. ago, the start of the Manassas
Ruth Jones, temporary area Area YWCA programs was reTea was held at the center called. The programs was
during World Fellowship started in the fall of 1960 with
the objective of providing
Week.
A monthly forum on "Juve- family activities for the imnile Delinquency" is held on mediate community. Programs
e fourth Thursday at 7:30 .and meetings were held at
m., at the center, to which Manassas High school, Trinity
e public is invited.
CME church and Oates Manor
leased by the Memphis Hous- auditorium.
ing Authority. An Open-House Established since the start of
the Oates Manor Project, the program nearly four years
Marble St., an apartment in ago, were two community YPublic Health department and Teen clubs, forums on community concern; teenage girls'
summer camp, a well baby
clinic under auspices of the

Pure wool flannel cardigan
jacket tops a slender, seat.
lined skirt . . . the jacket
and skirt is trimmed with
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The Pride of Ruth No. 336
Order of the Eastern Star of
West Memphis, Ark., selected
Mrs. Davie Jones queen for
his year recently. She w a s
crowned by Mrs. Eunice Car:•uthers of Memphis, who narrated the Order's third annual
fashion show held at Wonder
igh school auditorium recent-
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LeMoyne Players
To Recut 'Meet
The Husband'
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RINSE AND PRESS SOLVE
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The LeMoyne Players will
repeat the comedy, "Meet the
Husband," Tuesday night, Dec.
3, in the Hanley Elementary
School auditorium. The play
is being presented by the
school.
The comedy was a big hit
when it was first presented
t wo weeks ago by the LeMoyne Club in 'Bruce Hall.
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UN And Race Bias
In a recent far-reaching action, the General Assembly's Social Committee of the United
Nations adopted a resolution
condemning all forms of racial
discrimination. The vote was 89
to 0, with 17 abstentions.
What is surprising to a shocking degree is that the United
States was among the countries
that refused to endorse the resolution. Western Europeans and
the British Commonwealth explained that they withheld thcir
approval because the resolution
threatened certain freedoms in
its desire to stamp out race bias.
In particular they oppose a
provision that calls on all nations to outlaw organizations
that "promote" racial discrimination.
"The purposes and principles
of the declaration have our
wholehearted support, as we

have made clear time and
again," said Mrs. Jane Warner
Dick of the United States delegation. However, she continued,
wording in the text upset a
carefully worked out compromise by Asian, African and
Latin-American delegations.
"Our legal and constitutional
system has maintained a distinction between the mere expression of opinion and the voicing of statements likely to lead
to crime or violence," she added.
The resolution covers every
aspect of racial discrimination
that delegates from 111 nations
could conceive possible. Its articles open with condemnation of
any offen.se to human dignity
and move on to outline what a
state may not do, such as "encourage, advocate or lend its
support, through police action or
otherwise, to any discrimination."

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
•

A Subject For Memorials
The tempestuous winds of
,otalitarism; then every clergyman must practice as well as
, hate has laid waste our leader
preach the fatherhood of God
Both the hated and the hater
and the universal brotherhood of
have been consumed by the
man. Politicians must epouse in
cancerous flames of hate. Still
work and deed the entitlement
another hater awaits his fate.
of the "inalienable right of all
men "to life, liberty, and the
Will we learn the bitter lesson
pursuit of happiness." This countaught by hate too late?
try cannot continue to exist diOur nation was dastardly robvided along racial lines and probed of a great leader and the
claim to be a democracy.
world wgs improvished of a
Politicians who advocate and
champion of freedom and juspractice racial and political hate
tice when John Fitzgerald Kenare responsible for the death of
nedy was made an item of arJohn Fitzgerald Kennedy, Medchives and subject of memorials
gar Evers, the four children in
by a bullet from a rifle he.'d in
a Birmingham, Alabama church,
the hands of man whose ii,oral
because they infest the hearts
sensibilities were dulled by a
of haters like Oswald to kill.
dissipated and debauched life —
DENIAL AND HATE
Lee Harvey Oswald, who
If democracy is to continue.
brought shame to Dallas, Texas
educators must ind oct or ate
on Friday, Nov. 22, 1963, shockhearts and heads with respect
ed and grieved the world by the
for human dignity and cherish
death of America's 35th presiour differences rather than
dent.
scorn them.
The violent deed of Oswald
Civic leaders and businessmen
erupted uncontrollable hate in
must give equal opportunity for
and
Rubinstein
heart
the
Jack
:
of
•
the fullest development of all
caused him to take that which
potential rather than to dwarf
he cannot give the life of Osand isolate it because of racial
wald — about the same time
and religious discrimination and
that Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy,
deny full participation in the
Caroline and John, Jr., were
main stream of all community
passing the bier of the chieftain,
life.
resting in the nation's capital.
Recreational directors must
FREE WORLD
teach teams-work by pointing
Four lives have been taken
the way to a noble goal which
and one hangs in balance. Oscan be reached only by the conwald unleashed death upon Prescerted efforts of white hands
ident Kennedy and Dallas City
and black hands clasped in unity
Detective J. D. Tippett — and
while seeking man's highest callseriously wounded Gov. John B.
ing.
Connally.
Writers must paint in vivid
Heavy brooding shadows enwords the sordid dereliction of
circle the free world—mourning
democracy in order that a
the untimely death of President
change be made in the course of
Kennedy who had given so
history whose pages are spotted
much, so freely to this nation
with the innocent blood of those
and the world in guidance to
who died because of denials and
universal understanding, peace,
hate.
freedom and justice He was cut
RIGHTS AND JUSTICE
down before his task was done.
Musicians must compose and
Another great leader was also
play a symphony of Freedom,
cut down on a Friday before his
Justice, Peace and Love. The
task was done 98 years ago. That
theatre must present a play of
was President Abraham Lincoln
Patience, Understanding and
who was also denied of life by
Appreciation of difference in
a bullet from a pistol of a asrace, color and creed.
sassin, John Wilkes Booth (1865).
We, the people of America —
Both presidents were considered
black and white, Jew and Gencivil rights leader s. Still the
tile, Protestant, and Catholic,
greatest of all saviours was also
Democrats and Republicans,
sent to his death on a Friday. He
rich and poor must raise up in
is Jesus Christ. Hate was the
unison if democracy is to survive
motivate of their deaths.
because it is far beyond the
NOBLE GOALS
reach of our city, state and fedDuring the mourning period
eral governments to accomplish
of our beloved, fallen leader, let
on paper had in words before
us reflect on the hideous deed
a favorable change is experiencborn of hate and resolve to coned in the hearts and heads of
tinue the noble goals set by John
citizens. To accomplish this will
Fitzgerald Kennedy. Let us do
be the finest memorial we can
as Christ taught: "do unto others
pay our fallen leader, John Fitzas we would have others do
gerald Kennedy who believed,
unto us"... and "love our neighfought for and gave his life for
bors as we love ourselves."
human rights and justice.
If democracy is to reverbrate
If we fall, then President Kenthroughout this country like the
nedy's work was in vain.
clarion ring of the liberty bell:
Lets not John Fitzgerald KenIf democracy is to survive in
nedy's noble work for mankind
this country and give light to
become only items for archives
other freedom-loving countries,.
and a subject for memorials.
threatened by dark clouds of

Inside Washington
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By HENRY CATHCART
WASHINGTON — Revolution in South Viet Nam and
death by violence of Ngo Dinh
Diem and his brother, Nhu,
came as a shock in many quarters in Washington as it did
throughout the United States.
Undoubtedly, a factor in public
awareness of the tragedy was
the presence in the U. S. of
N h u 's wife and teenaged
daughter.
Most observers concede that
the revolt was sanctioned, if
not actually engineered, by the
United States. But the killings
were another matter.
U. S. officials came to the
conclusion several months ago
that if the war against Communism in South Viet Nam
was to succeed, the Diem
regime would have to go. Because of domestic policies the
regime had pursued, it had lost
the confidence of the Vietnamese.
The U. S. choice appeared to
be either to contnue to support
an unpopular regime, which
act would jeopardize progress
of the anti-Communist campaign, or to seek a new ruling
junta that could win public
backing for the war against
Communist-financed guerrilla
forces.
It is not often that a United
States administration is forced
to make this kind of a choice
so openly. Usually, it is done
behind the scenes and involves
an area of the world where the
attention of the United States
public is not so closely focused.
In fact, even with this kind
of spotlight, the overthrow of
the Diem regime would not
have caused the kind of public
concern it did, were it not for
the shock of the killings of the
two brother leaders of the
country. In many parts of the

world, and in some quarters in
the U. S., there is a natural revulsion at the sight of a government as advanced as that
of the United States with the
appearance of blood on its
hands.
More disturbing is the
thought that the new regime
being backed by the U. S., with
military forces, equipment, and
many millions of dollars, is so
callous or has so little control
over its own armies, that
murder becomes an avenue preferred to exile.
GARDENING VOTE?—Sen.
Everett Dirksen, R-Ill., minority leader in the Senate, is a devoted gardener. His Washington area home is usually a riot
of color.
Dirksen is also a politician of
some note, and a co-principal
on the "Ey and Charlie Show,"
made up of himself and the
House Republican
leader,
Charles Halleck of Indiana.
The show, filmed for television, is almost always partisan in character, but someone
raised the matter of National
Flower Week. Politics was
pushed aside as Dirksen rhapsodized:
"You should have seen my
marigolds this year! Now, without being too partial, you
should have seen my zinnias
and petunias, too — they were
just out of this world, I can
tell you. Flowers are things of
such exquisite beauty that
whether they are fragrant or
not, they titillate the soul. I'm
entirely impartial. I grow roses,
too, and tea roses are still doing extremely well."
It was one of Ithst few times
on the show that Dirksen was
not being political and he probably won over a good section of
the gardening vote in the process.

Members Grumble In
Political Marriage
By ARNOLD SAWISLAK
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The political marriage of convenience known as the Republican-Southern Democratic coalition has not been put asunder, despite some public grumbling by a member of the wed •
ding.
Reports suggesting there
may be a crack in the informal,
bipartisan alliance of congressional conservatives arose from
a speech by Sen. Richard B.
Russell, D-Ga.
Russell, the South's foremost legislative strategist, and
other Dixie congressmen have
had frequent occasion in the
past to make common cause
with Republicans to oppose liberal programs.
The Georgia Democrat heaped ridicule on House Republican Leader Charles A. Halleck,
Ind., for helping President
Kennedy extract a compromise
civil rights bill from the House
Judiciary Committee.
In what could be construed
as a veiled "turncoat" charge.
Russell pictured Halleck as
"adorned in the leather shirt
and tasseled moccasins of the
new frontier."
Was this notice to Halleck
that the North-South honeymoon was over? Perhaps, but
some observers interpreted it
as strictly for the consumption
of Southern Democrats.
Combining a familiar object
of Southern distaste — civil
rights legislation—with a new
and ominous political threat—
the Republican party—it was a
deft and probably effective
political one-two-punrh.
The threat posed to Southern
Democrats by the GOP was
pointed up by an exultant telegram sent by Esp. Edward J.
Gurney. R-Fla.. to Florida State
Rep. Thomas Slade, who had
announced his switch from the

Democratic to Republican parore and more conservative Southern Democrats are
realizing the Republican party
represents their principles better than the Democratic party,"
Gurney said.
"I hope your move will motivate other Democratic office
holders in Florida and the
South to make this logical
e h an ge to the Republican
ranks."
In any case, the Russell
speech could not signal the end
of Republican-Southern Democratic cooperation on c iv ii
rights because it never really
existed in that field.
The coalition has operated
successfully in opposition to
many spending and social welfare proposals but it has been
the South against the field
when civil rights was the issue.
It is true that some conservative
Republican Senators
have voted with the South
against attempts to shut off
debate, but so have some Western Democrats.
When the showdown votes on
civil rights were counted in
1957 and 1960, Republicans in
both House and Senate were
much closer to united support
of the bills than the Democrats.
In other fields, there is reason to believe that the coalition
actually is stronger today than
it was two years ago.
The heyday of the NorthSouth coalition was in the last
years of the Eisenhower administration, when the conservatives stood fast against the
efforts of congressional Democrats to pass liberal programs
exceeding the President's re.ede
quests.
re! aid to education and
an increased minimum wage
were two proposals that the
,coalition stymied.
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BLACK FRIDAY
President John F. Kennedy
was assassinated on Friday, Nov.
22, 1963 . . . as every American
very vividly knows. It was a
"black Friday." He was the first
American President to be violently removed from office during the era of television and
radio. These two communications media saturated the nation
with every possible detail of the
event. They were aided and a
betted by modern newspaper
techniques. The Pr esiden t's
death, like his life—was portrayed in gold fish bowl.
The fact that President Kennedy met death in Dallas, Texas
began taking on added weight
with many people as they began
to recover from the shock and
gloom occasioned by the unexpected tragedy.
Many remembered that Dallas and vicinity are the centers
of many of the far Right Wing
groups in America which so
strenuously, bitterly, and loudly
opposed the liberal trends of the
Kennedy Administration.
A lot of folk began to take a
closer look at the South, where
bombings of churches, killing of
children, violent defiance of governmental authority . . . and
now the killing of a President
of the United States seem the
order of the day . . . and a way
of life . . . and where the use
of police dogs and strong-stream
firehoses against unarmed people demonstrating for their natural and American rights is a
matter of routine . . . the South,
where the killer of Medgar
Evers still finds very vocal sympathizers . . . and where, reportedly, some rabid partisans
allegedly applauded Mr. Kenrenedy's death, because they
obgarded him as a meddling
struction to their vested interests
and inherited hatreds.
GREAT SHOCK
untimely
The late President's
shock
great
occasioned
death
comand sadness in the Negro
classes.
munity . . . from all
ded
Negroes generally re g a r
greatJohn F. Kennedy as their since
est friend in high position well
Abraham Lincoln. And
they might.
Without much detailed knowlstrucedge of the constitutionalUnited
ture of government in the that
States, most Negroes sensed
blessing
it is a rare and a great
for them to seek racial progress
of a
. under the administration law
President who puts federal
ahead of state laws ... who feels
Amerit is his duty to protect
concede
and
first
citizens
ican
to IsrtapterelsaiwdesnstecKonendn.
Kennedy hadn't
felt that way, Mississippi's reactionary Gov. Barnett would
have got away with his undemocratic plans for Meredith. If
Presiden Kennedy hadn't felt
4 that the righta of all American
citizens are the primary respon-

sibility of the Federal government to protect, his Civil Rights
Bill in Congress would have
been a watered-down thing that
disturbed nobody. As it is his
stand on civil rights may have
been a major contributory factor
in his death. His death must
have brought a sigh of happy
relief from Senators and Con.g re ssm en representing racehaters.
Old and young folk cried unashamedly when the news of Mr.
Kennedy's death flashed across
the nation. A numbed silence
was a general reaction after the
first outcry of unbelief. Then
people including some whites,
began wondering what kind of
cancer is knawing at the vitals
of this nation that leads to the
production and harboring of
man-like creatures that have no
compunction about bombing
little Sunday School children to
death . . . and hiding in empty
buildings to use high powered
rifles to kill liberal Presidents.
REMINDING NEGROES
It seems that the idea of
democracy has a whole lot more
work to do to prove itself as a
suitable way of life for survival
for everybody involved in it. It
seems that too many Southerners, particularly, don't believe
this is a government of laws and
not of men.... it seems that too
many white Southerners feel
that they are over law where
it clashes with their entrenched
prejudice and vested interests.
It seems they have been spoiled
by their years-long privilege of
reminding Negroes . . . "Ah'm
a white man." And this makes it
comparatively easy for them to .
go around wantonly killing those
with whom they disagree ...because they feel they are the
Law . . . the Wagon . . . and
everybody, including the President, goes when the wagon
comes.
Faubus, Barnett, Wallace, and
that ilk have set the pace for
lawlessness in America. They
had a big hand in the killing of
President Kennedy ...by the
example they set in disregard
for Federal authority and Presidential prestige. ap
PRESIDENT JOHNSON
The elevation of Vice President Lyndon Johnson to the
Presidential chair may not be
too much consolation to Negro
integration leaders. Despite his
formal committment to carrying
out the policies of President
K en ned y, the suspicion still
lingers among the mass of Negroes that President Johnson is
a conservative Southerner who
gives lip but not heart service
to the Negro's cause in seeking
first-class citizenship.
There is a feeling that the
course of the integration or desegregation struggle will be definitely, if not radically changed,
now that the support of a favorably interested dedicated President seems removed. Selah!
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TWO FIRST LADIES, Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy (right) and Mrs. Lyndon Baines Johnson listen to eulogy
to President Kennedy after his coffin was placed in Capitol Rotunda.
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torney General Robert F. Kennedy;
Mrs. Stephen Smith, the Pre-sident's sister; and Mrs. Jacqueline
Kennedy and daughter, Caroline. —
(UPI Telephoto)

A Day Of Immense Grief
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AT ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY, an
aerial view shows the site where former Presi-

PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON places a wreath at the coffin
of the late President Kennedy in
the Capitol Rotunda. In upper right
are (from left to right) Sen. Mike
Mansfield (D-Mont.) talking at At-
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Kennedy in the Capitol building
Rotunda. — (UPI Telephoto)

dent Kennedy; Peter Lawford;
Sydney Lawford, burying.her face
in her father's coat; Mrs. Stephen
Smith, sister of President Kennedy; Caroline Kennedy and Mrs.
Jacqueline Kennedy. — (UPI Telephoto)

•

CROWDS LINE UP in the cold
night to wait their turn to view the
body of the late President John F.

GRIEF IS PAINFULLY obvious in
the faces of President Kennedy's
close relatives as they attend a
brief ceremony of eulogy at the
Rotunda of the Capitol. Shown
from left to right are: Robert Kennedy, brother of the late President:
Mrs. Peter Lawford, sister of Presi-

fin of the late President Kennedy. — (UPI Telephoto)
•

Next to his wife is President Johnson, and next to Mrs. Kennedy is
actor Peter Lawford, brother-inlaw of the late President. — (UPI
Telephoto)

THE SUN STREAMS through the windows of
the Capitol Rotunda as Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy
and daughter, Caroline, kneel to pray at the cof-
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MRS. JACQUELINE KENNEDY and daughter
Caroline kneel at the coffin of President Kennedy
in the Capitol Rotunda. Mrs. Kennedy returnce.
later in the evening for a second visit. — (UPI
Telephoto)
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dent John F. Kennedy was buried. On the left is
the Curtis-Lee Mansion. — (UPI Telephoto)
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1963
„ usumunagmensassumand
,have, and which they must
have in order to find their
u places in the days ahead in
a
which opportunity is brightly
i
. dawning.
•
.11 FOR PUBLIC OFFICIALS
I
I AND RESPONSIBLE INDII
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
i viDuALs... awarness of the
I
former Memphian, Wendell P..
• danger of heaping villifica.e'tion, hatred and abuse upon
Whalum, will be one of the di•
the highest office of our land.1
rectors when Morehouse Cola Who can forget the invectives,
lege glee club of Atlanta,
a
blasphemy, personal abuse,
Ga., and Bennett College choir
11
harassment and insult heaped
collaborate in performing the
ill upon the highest office of our
cantata, "To Saint Cecelia,"
a land by supposedly enlightby
Norman Dello Job, Friday,
•
i ened public officials, newsNov. 29, at Bennett College
I
papers, and thus articulating
here.
Bennett's choir is directthe hatreds, ignorance, fears
ed by Mrs. Mary M. CrawBY
r
a and depravity of the sick souls
ford.
• in the nation.
Accompaniment will be proIt
was
inconguous
to
have
Still stunned, outraged and the exemplification of the
vided by MET College's 10to
of
sentilisten
to
words
evi.
piece brass choir, under digroping for the feeling of reali-Jrichness of family life as
ments from public officials
rection of Jimmie Williams,
ty, lost in the wake of the I danced by the late President, whose words and actions beyoung
and
their
two
his wife
assistant band director.
heinious assassination of the children ... there was the self- lied the messages of condolWhalum, is the son of Mrs.
late President John Fitzgerald discipline, stoicism, courage ences they claimed to bring to
Thelma Whalum, a teacher at
Kennedy in that dastard and and indomnitable will of Mrs. the Kennedy family, when they
Hamilton High school, and
depraved act in Dallas, Texas, Jacqueline Kennedy as she have constantly enflamed the
brother of Harold Whalum, a
last Friday, we are compelled held within her heart the minds of men like Oswald, and
vice president of Union Proto raise our feeble voice and anguish and searing pain of thereby helped to pull the
ed by the Memphis Transit
limited vocabulary to state loss as she emerged from the trigger which snuffed out the
tective Insurance company,
our sense of enormous loss White House to join the pro- life of a great American Presand Kenneth Whalum, employand the sorrow and grief that cession to the Rotunda of the ident and that of Tippett, a
System.
humble
Texas
policeman
who
is in the hearts and minds of Capital . . • a picture of utter
died
in
the
line
of
duty
in
this
the people of the United loneliness and despair, flanked
by two beautifully diSciplined enormous tragedy.
young children .. • her forget- We don't believe that the
and analytical verbiage ex- ting of self as she attended to leaders of Parliament in Britpressed to the people of this the amenities of the role of the ain, the leaders of France,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heath of Arthur Beckett of Wynne,
nation and to the shocked widow of a President . . an West Germany, Canada, the
world, have
world, were great messages unforgettable
lesson
that free nations ef the
323 W. Fields St., announces Ark.
of truths to be culled; and it taught one and all that sor- ever been subjected to the
the engagement and Decem- Presently an Erglish instrucWas our fortune to be living row is a personal thing — to vindication heaped upon our
tor at Carver High school, Miss
ber wedding of their daughter, Heath
in an age of mass communi- be borne in privacy, with re- President by responsible eleis a graduate of SouthMiss Jacquelyn Marie Heath, ern Illinois university. She is
cation and transportation rich frainment from public display ments in those countries. To
differ
in
political
belief
is
a
with the rewards of scientific of sentiment and emotion.
; to William A. Parker of a member of Alpha Kappa
knowledge
#ird-- endeavor, FOR TEACHERS there were fundamental right of every
J Bridgeport, Conn., son of Mrs. Alpha sorority.
American,
but
the
base
and
which made possible our pres- visible lesson plans for un; Alice Parker and the late Mr, She was a debutante in 1958
ence in the scenes that fol- dergirding the wisdom of their grossly indecent manner in
Mrs. Victoria Mays Hancock in Memphis whet e she was William Parker of Bridgeport. just before graduating from
America
which
it
is
done
in
lowed.
grand- Booker T. Washington High
students in the richness of
of 569 Stephens Pl., announces , very popular. She was Father Miss Heath is the
In the sorrowing of the na- American history ... seen and is a travesty upon the minds
Bertrand High school's first daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John school.
of
intelligent
people
anywhere
approach.
engagement
the
tion, was succor and comfort heard from the recounting of
Homecoming Queen in 1958. eath and Mrs. and Mrs. The bridegroom - to - be is
ing marriage of her daughter, She was also a member of the
to be gained in the tragic facts from other moments of in the world.
presently a student at SouthHere
we
are
reminded
of
death of a great President, a sorrow for other Presidents
ern Illinois university where
Miss Danese Hermene Han- school's pep squad. A 1959
JULIUS
CEASAR,
Shakenoble 'humanitarian, a devout cut down by assassins in the
he is majoring in special educock, to Edward B. Welch of debutante, she became a memChristian and On exemplary turbulent 188 years of the na- speare's great drama of hucation. He was graduated from
son of Mrs. ber of the local chapter of CoNewark;
N.
J.,
our
man
craveness
.
.
.
that
husband and father.
tions. There was the rich panBridgeport high school. He
Ettes club when it was first
JOHN FITZGERALD KEN- orama of the beautiful archi- rightists, extremists, espousers Josephine Welch of Newark organized here.
is a member of Alpha Phi Al.
Children's Bureau of Mem- pha fraternity.
NEDY was an image -and the tecture of the government of beliefs of racial superiority and Alfred T. Welch of New
Welch is a graduate of
epitome of the ideal man de- buildings in Washington, D. C. are somewhat like Cassius . • • York, N. Y. Miss Hancock is Xavier university. He is now phis is seeking temporary
homes for youngsters from
scribed by Plato in The Re- . . . the varied vocabulary sur- when he said of Caesar . • • also the daughter of the late
•
employed by the Ford Motor temporarily disorganized tam-.
public X ..."A man must take rounding formal military fu- "Why, man, he doth bestride Mr. Dan H. Hancock, Sr.
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
Company
of
New
Jersey,
dipies, and homes with space
with him into the world be- neral procedure • . . the evi- the narrow world . . like a The exchange of wedding vision
of industrial relations and need of children may call
low an adamantine faith in dences of art in the murals of Coloss,'and we petty men . . . vows has been set for Augussupervision. He is a member Sam Rutherford at 1336 Meditruth and right, that there too the Rotunda's walls and rnag- walk under his huge legs and tine Catholic church during of Alpha Phi
Omega National son and get the full details for
he may be undazzled by the nificent dome . . . excellent peep about . .. to find our- the Christmas holiday.
Service fraternity.
such a service.
desire of wealth or the other music by the Philadelphia selves dishonorable graves, Miss Hancock, a senior at
'allurements of evil, lest, corn- Symphony, the Mormon Tab- Men at some time are masters Xavier university in New Or- Upon the bride-elect's grad- The bureau's main specialty
lion,'. F1;11 pnwrr Factory air. Like new.
of
their
fates:
The
fault,
dear
uation
in
January,
the
couple
is
placing children from brokleans, La., where she is mafrig upon tryannies and simi- ernacle, the Freedom's Founlar villainies, he do irremedial dation memorial program iBrutus, is not in our stars . . . joring in elementary educa- will establish residence in en homes until Juvenile Court
can decide what to with them.
wrongs to others and stiffer from Los Angeles . .. the lit- but in ourselves, that we are tion, is a graduate of Father Newark. N. J.
, io and Ilrater. Factory air condition.
Bertrand High school here
yet worse himself; but let him erature to be read . . Ken- underlings • • ."
And,
the
world
knows
that
know how to choose the means nedy's Inaugural Address —
.4-a,,e v.5. Lookr. rlItIN lit,new. New Ore.!.
and avoid the extremes on destined to take its place in the building of this suspicion
either side, as far as possible, history with Lincoln's Gettys- of leadership led to the death
not only in this life but in all burg- Address . . . his ability of Caesar . . . and well may
ii-oliuitcr..Straight drive. Factory air.
that which is to come. For as a writer — especially his have the death of Kennedy
been
planned
by
the
builders
this the way of happiness."
"Profiles in Courage" of which
HYMNS OF EULOGY
he is now a profile. .. there of hatred and extremism in
In the great hymns of eulo- were the arrangements of pro- our own time.
The Dunn Avenue Elemengy, one statement struck us tocol, the American line of
Rich are we for our fortune tary School PTA will present
forcefully .....The only thing succession, the names of the
a program entitled, "Holiday
we learn in history is that members of the cabinet and that the reigns of government
we do not learn to grow," as leaders of the Houses of Con- have not been dropped . . . of Fashions" on Wednesday
was said by someone else be- gress • . . and among things that the machinery of defense night, Dec. 4, at 8 p• rm, and
fore.
too numerous to recount, the of our nation and its security the public is invited.
Out of this American Trag- discipline of the military and is yet at work ... God grant The commentator for the
,:edy has come the realization the symbolism of tradition
.ral
r4
and the hopes that ... GROW surrounding the cortege and President Lyndon B. Johnson show to be held in the school's
CL
S.,
/
1
4
1-li;
.0tri
$-.4
'1
,
Poplar
the wisdom, the grace, the cafetorium will be Miss HorWE MUST ... if the American bier.
-1 - - -Mid.South's targesf Used Cor Mare
ir2
dream is ever to reach its FOR NEGROES
health and the spiritual guid- tense Spillers, a student at
fruitation.
FOR NEGROES . . . there ance to continue the role of Memphis State university.
SALE SALE SALE SALE .SALE SALE
There were deep and abiding was the message of hope and j statesman, humanitarian, and Mrs. Helen Smith is chairand significant lessons for all faith in the leadership of a
e show: M
Mrs. any
•
is man o the
citizens, parents. teachers, phi- new President, Lyndon B. world leader thatf
losophers and the message of,Johnson, already on record predecessor, the late John F.HAkustin co-chairman, and Mrs.
faith and hope for Negroes.
for a forthright belief in the Kennedy who now lies in re- M. Goodman, PTA president.
FOR ALL CITIZENS there principles of democracy being pose in Arlington National
Mrs. D. R.,Burnley is prinwas the matter of the contin- fought for in this Year of Decipal of the school.
. uity and unity of a great na- cision with its sit-ins, demon- Cemetery.
tion • . . like that for which strations and marches. Above
President Lincoln paid with all, the necessity for group
his life 98 years before
the unity, unselfish leadership that
true significance of our Docu- reaches down to articulate the
ments of Freedom and the hopes and aspirations of every
lives cut down by wars in the individual at the bottom of
cause of freedom . . . the the social ladder, and the need
beacon light of democracy and to band together and follow
freedom that America must the directions of enlightened
give to emerging nations with leadership.
underdeveloped and under- The need for every Negro
nrivileged millions who thor- parent to strengthen the core
oughly understand the full of the family, to discipline
meaning of the word "free- youths, to build moral fiber,
dom" and their determine- character, integrity and health
tion to have it for themselves, into their minds and bodies,
FAMILY LIFE
to partake fully of the free
FOR PARENTS there was education that is theirs to
Mrs. Phyllis Cook prepares a bedtime
snack for Kimberly—eggnog made with
Carnation (her own recipe is below).
"The children love cocoa made with
Carnation, too— it's so creamy. And
Carnation is the only milk they drink."
Even when you add an equal amount
of water, Carnation is richer than sweet,
whole milk.°
•

Former Memphian
To Help Direct
'Saint Cecelia'

SOCIETY

Merry
. Go-Round . .
a

a

MARJORIE I titEN

Miss Jacquelyn Marie Heath To
Wed Connectician In December

Miss Danese H. Honcock To Wed
Edward B. Welch In December

DOUr NUTS

d Children

la

LOOK!

LOOK!

'59 Pontiac Catalina
'60 Olds "88" 4-door . . . .
'58 Chevrolet Bel Air . . .
'61 Chevrolet Bel Air . . . .

Dunn PTA Will

$1195
$1495
$ 895
$1595

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO RAMC OR PARKING'PROBLEM

711

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

urniture

°H.S.D.A. Handbook t "Compositton Foods.A
Mturell's Pride. Whole lb. 450 Butt Half lb. 44

COOKED HAMS
FANCY GEESE
DUCKLINGS 50#)1I's

Full Shank Hal! lb.

Prerinura 4 to 5 lb Avg lb.

BEST KNOWN BIRD

Advertised

in

CARNATION
HIGH-PROTEIN EGGNOG

39°
49°'
Edward B. Cook, production director at Radio Station WAOK, entertains his son
Edward, Jr.,
and daughter Kimberly, 3,4,at his turntable. Both children started
on formulas made with Carnation, world's leader for infant feeding.

IN THE USA

MB

Popular Atlanta disc jockey
uresents his "Small Combo"

ORTIReine

,
They started on Carnation, stayed on Carnation ...the mils with
extra Vitamin D for strong bones,sound teeth and steady growth.

rn,nt

HOUSE of CHROME

Disciount Furniture Mart, Inc,
NO. MAIN ST
5;5 b678

How does a law student become a amateur artist-and an artist in the
radio star? Edward Cook did it with kitchen as well. When the Cooks entera dynamic personality and an urge to tain small groups at dinner, there is
entertain that just wouldn't go away. always a homemade cake, a frozen
As a pre.law student at Fisk Univer- dessert, or a fabulous pie.
sity,he also concentrated on dramatics. "Carnation makes such A heavenly
Both Mr. and Mrs. Cook are active in cream pie filling," Mrs. Cook volunteers, "and such a tender cake. Best
little' theater groups. Mrs. Cook, a
1957 graduate of Louisville General of all, it whips beautifully for home.
ade ice cream and frozen desserts!"
Hospital School of Nursing, is an

1 egg
1 heaping teaspoon sugar
1 small can(2/3 cup) chilled
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK

Separate egg white from yolk. Best
yolk and sugar with rotary beater until
light. Add water to Carnation, then add
to egg yolk mixture. Beat well.
Chill. Beat egg
white until fluffy.
Beat well into mixture. Add a drop
of vanilla flavoring if desired.
Pour into large
glass, and sprin'VAPJRATED
kle with nutmeg.
MILK
MOE0°
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In Dallis, Another
Hero Is Laid To Rest
DALLAS — (UPI) —Three fund. And donations running
hours after the last muffled into thousands of dollars have
drum tap and the last volley been pouving in.
ve rer ovssas heAp
rloitnogntioanc
There are three children to
ecCehmoeetieryo,".O
the
.support: Allan, 14; Brenda, 10,
Washington
from
, another „„d c„,.n,„ 4,
laaty was lowered into the
Half the $225 will be for
earth. There was far less Tippit',. widow, Marie. The
etemony.
other is for the children. They
Patrolman J. D. Tippit, 39. lose their payments when they
devoted husband and father, reach IH, if she remarries.
was buried in Laurel Land
Twit WEI De Mc footnote'
, Memorial Park alter services i» ilea history books. But Main the Beckley Hills Baptist rie recalled hint as a generous,
Church on the South edge of hard-working husband, a devoted family man, a devout
Less than an hour aftet ' 'hristian.
Attorney General Robert
President Kennedy was shot.
Tippit, an 11-year-veteran on Kennedy called Mrs. Tippit
after
the shootii gs to express
the force, Wits shte twice by a
pistol. Police say there is ne the family's regret. Mrs. Tip.
,
through
her own tears,
doubt — Lee Harvey Oswald Pit
shot President Kennedy and thought of Jacqueline Kenn.dy
and
expressed
her own
he shot J. D. Tippit. Ile used
the initials, not u first name. • condolences.
The
children
ivere
Tippit had spotted Oswald
numbed.
Their father will be rein the Oak Cliff section of
Dallas and had pulled his membered as a brave man.
cruiser over to the curb. lie Once before, in 1955, he had
got out of the car. The gun- been cited for heroism when
he disarnwd a thug.
man fired. Tippit fell dead.
He made MO • month. Dal
las police have no insurance.
1st Peeress In House
They are not covered by Sodo:noN
cial Security. But his widow
(uP1) — Dowill receive $225 a month ,iger Visionless St. Davids,
becanie the first hereditary
from the police fettreinen!
stress to sit in the House of

BUSY SEASON
I WS. Marie Penn and Rev.
Gee, this is such a busy sea- 1A. L. Campbell were named
son. Christmas is right around Citizens of the Year at .the anthe corner and it seems the nual Achievement Week Pro- ,
season came upon us before gram of Omega Psi Phi fra-'
we could wish you a joyous ternity in Jackson on Sunday,1
Thanksgiving. However, let November 17.
us pause to give thanks for ' In keeping with the theme:
our many blessings even if it "Individual Responsibility and
does seem as blessings are a the American Revolution
for
bit slow sombtimes.
Rights" both Mrs. Penn and
And speaking of Christmas, Rev. Campbell have certainly
1: brings about a change gone beyond the call of duty
Jackson can boast of a in individual responsibility.
truly colorful parade of color Mrs. Penn is dean of wdmen
in regards to the races, issuing at Lane college and Rev.
in the Christmas season. For- Campbell is pastor of Berean
ty-eight units including bands Baptist church.
and floats marched down the
Junior citizens who received
streets of Jackson on Tuesday, citations for exercising their
Nov. 19 and Lane College, responsibilities were: Misses
Number 18, came in for second Shirley Bacon, Shirlene Ross
place in the special float di- and Eleanor Grimes, C.
B.
vision reciving a $50 cash Johnson, Huey Long,
and
prize from the sponsoring James McKinney, all students
Chamber of Commerce for at Lane college.
their float which had as the
Mrs. Vivian Bell, basileus of
theme "White Christmas."
No Sigma chapter of Sigma
Gracing the float were four Gamma Rho Sorority was the
Lane beauties, nemely;:"Mias guest speaker in Memphis
on
Lane College" Carolyn Vaulx, Sunday. Nov. 17 when Memand Misses Diane Armstrong, phis Sigmas observed
the
Mary Bradley, and Mary E. founding of the sorority. I
LINKS AND GOODWILLERS
Bond. Other Negro schools along with Mrs. Clara Hewitt, Some of Memphis links are shoe ii here with oungsters
Nagarene Moore, Mrs. Jewel Hulbert and Mrs. .1,ino,
participating
were: Merry a Sigma soror from the Jackfrom Goodwill Homes during library dedication and unItas. Back row, lett to right: Mrs. Mildred Hurd, director
High (band),
Washington- son chapter, had the pleasure
veiling ceremonies at LeMoyne College. Front row, left
ot Goodwill Homes; eleaster Adams, Mary Montgomery,
uglas, Lincoln, and South of hearing Mrs. Bell as
she
Juanita AdaMs.
Barrett. Fya Rivers ;tit.1 Mrs. Sallie
ttson Elementary schools held the audience spellbound, to right: Mrs. Alma Booth, Mrs. W. 0. Speight Jr., LafaShe joined the Conservative
yette Young, I.onetha Williamson. Dr. William MeCray.
Hart holomeu
h floats,
Party benches of the house —
on the theme "Horizons to Citizenship." S h e graciously
v scionu n7pp
,
)
,
i,ltrtisnuen. he
LECTURES ON CAMPUS
sotsitDmanvidtso,
- On the Lane College campus painted the picture of the
who
is a Labor Party member.
last week to give a series of horizons and concluded by ,
saying that "we, as women,1 The University of Tennessea Tri-State Defender.
lectures was Dr. Joseph
SHEPPARD
AFB.
Tex.
—
Weybrew, R. J. Reynolds disA. must join hands before it is 1 Nursing School is open to all; Rev. Smith was one of the .
Airmen Third Class Katherine
tinguished professor of chem- too late, in this struggle for ' without regard to race. creed l committee of three which calland Josephine Greer of Memistry at North Carolina col- first class citizenship."
WASHINGTON -- (UPI). --- 'the Decide he adored was laid phis, Tenn., members of the
or color. Rev. James E. Smith.!cd on Dr. Homer F. Marsh. vice
lege, who is now engaged toShe was introduced by Mrs. local director of the Congress
of 1 presi nt, of Li • UT School of -I want a flag to take home to to rest with other Americans Women in the Air Foi..
de
tally in tobacco research. He Alberta Jamison, a member of Racial Equality.
who served their country. He (WAF), have been reassigie ,•
v d.iddy"
ieportect to the
Cars Or
was guest of the Division of No Sigma chapter. A recepi Nursing. for clarification on
Those were the word; of had been there before and he to March AFB, Calif., follies
Natural and Physical Sciences lion followed in the Sigma
Used
Cars
reportJohn
has
Jr.,
Fitzgerald
after
Kennedy
was
heard
matter
ithe
the
it
taps.
sound
ing
of
their
graduation
from
ti.
spaciousY IS tie UCII
of which Dr. A. E. A. Hudson Sorority House on Saxon.
Shahn mural which had been led to CORE thet the shool was who was three years old Mon' The President took his son technical training courses f.
is chairman.
LIBRARY DEDICATED
day.
to Arlington on Veterans Day, United States Air Force roi.
unveiled earlier. The day jStill segregated.
, A dinner in his honor wa, Prior to hearing Mrs.
FINANCING TO SUIT
Bell's spent in Memphis certainly 1 Accompanying him were Wit- .The little boy was seen by only two weeks ago, to honor muntcations center speciali..!
given in the seminar room of address at Second
youP PURSE
[minima of people clutching the war dead. The youngster here.
Congrega- proved to be a profitable one, h
e e
am Parish and Ronald Piiv.
the science building on last tional Church, Mrs.
Hewitt as well at an enjoyable one,'
American flag in his charmed the nation by salutAirmen Greer. daughters
-Since the school is open to , the I inY
Friday evening by the gracious head librarian at Lane
fist as he walked down the 36 ing the men in uniform and Mr. and Mrs. John A. Greer
college as we were dinner guests in i
Rev. Smith said.'we would
host, Dr. Hudson who invited and your scribe who
fills the
,
itit,efmap
steps if the capitol.
thte
inrg to fall in step with 734 Marechalneil St., Men ,
faculty members to share the position of catalogue librarian, the home of Mrs. R. Q. Vinson. like for some young woman to
He got the flag in the speak'
phis, studied military commaPlease keep in mind the enter it."
fellowship with him and mem- witnessed scholarly dedication
or's, office for th• tall man
charitable projects of Delta
When there should be re- nieations procedures, message
bers of the Division. Visitors of the new modern
One
college
of
year
is
a
teewith laughing blue eyes who joicing for John Jr.. there is structure and the operation
Hollis Sigma Theta Sorority. To help
of
present were: Mrs. Hudson, Price Library on the
campus spread Christmas cheer, the requisite for entering the si.shool used to love him and pet him sadness. He was to h•Vis a teletypewriter equipment
us- wuRLD'S LARGEST FORD
wife of Dr. Hudson; Mrs. Halt- of LeMoyne
of
'nursing,
and take him on helicopter little birthday party to cele- ed in the world-wide
college.
Charity
Ball
is
set
Decemfor
DEALERS
Air
burton, wife of Mr. HaliburAs most of you possibly al- tier 14 in the Merry High
rides. The President who is no brate with his. playmates. He, Force rommintications
system.
ton, instructor in thp division, ready know, guest speaker
THIRD
& GAYOSO
moire.
for Se1100i
may still have that. His father
The airmen, graduates of
and the Christilk Rev. Brown of Memphis, the occasion was Gershon
John-John, as his father
Col- mas card sale is still on. Tick1A
Melrose
would
6-8871
have
wanted
High
it.
school,
entered
!Wand
of
Mrs. Gladys Her, ambassador from Sierra
! ctionately •celled him, wie
ets may be purchased front any ,
the service in May this yearl
Brown, secretary to the Na- Leone to the United States.
.
.ken there when he got rest
In soror as w5ii as s • .
•---• —
—
tural and Physical Science di- addition to the inviting
less in the Rotunda where he
sur- , cards or you may contact your
vision. It was an elaborate of- roundings, a beautiful sight 1
to
be
and
still
so
couldn't
scribe.
fair.
to behold upon entering the
break loose from his mother's
SYmPathies go out to Mr,
•
I aim hold.
Lucille Sang,-ter in the loss of
His father, who was rarely
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE rra her mother who lived in Alanull, would have understood.
185 Horse Shoe Cove
barna. She was the greatFRI.•SAT.-SUN.
John Jr. was expected to go
grandmother of your paper 1 NEW YORK — Miss Ann
5111 Jonetta
ri2
10:A.M. 'Til Dark
Arlington
•'44
Cemetery
when
.Tanneyhill, assistant director to
boy, William McKissack.
A Coficert
which tenor,
of public relations of the NaI.e Cunningham and Lucite's
tional Urban League. was honLaneir were to have been presd here with the Merit
4 '. , 1.,rii•• '
7.
ent Nov. 24 ham been reshed
(Ass
ire'ard of the New York Peruled in memoriern of the late
Isonnel and Guidance Associae
President John F. Kennedy, at
•
A • I,4' 4'. E \
CHICAGO. Ill. — Mils Roby St. Andrews
lion, in recognition of her outAME church, 867
standing contributions over
comberSParkway
Sunday, De.
president-tr
isrteesrido
,may years in the field of ed- 11 1 Jones, v8i6Ce gp
efn
ess. :
att E573%.
4-5nori !traight Ark, Cfren,
• location and vocational gui. iirer, Supreme Life Insurance Cunningham. widely known
,Co.. died at her home here, in this area
'dance.
is also scheduled
The award was conferred at 'November 19.
to appear in a recital at Cen_St,, it in if a finny, Ni
MISS Jones was a native of tt
a
m
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d
s
sin
meeting
ar
e
t
Alpert,me
nary
y
o
o
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Methodist
A
s
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:
churc h,
A senior at Patterson high
Meriden, Miss., and has lived 878 Mississippi Blvd., Dec.
Ida
15
school, Miss Crecy Macklin,
with
her brother and sister,. at 8 p. m. The recital is being
ident and Michael Guerriero,
was elected queen of her school immediate past president,
•.4
were Geneva Jones, in Chicago since Isponsored by the church's muis1924.
by secret ballot of teachers hosts.
ic department. The public ,
funeral was held here, invited to attend both p r 0.
and students. She won over, The Award of Merit, a The.,3
T4
grams.
'Miss Lovie Fleming. Miss bronze medallion and inscrib—
)4
Nacklin is the daughter of ed plaque, Is awarded to an
Individual whose efforts and
U2
Mrs. Lucinda Macklin, 780
contribution best symbolize
Winton St.
F.H.A. OR G.I.
the objectives of the associaMiss Macklin will be crown- tion.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
2,1S1-2516 Poplar
GI. S.S520
ed during Coronation set for
In presenting the citation,
Mid-south's Largest Used Car Mart
2 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 27 at Miss Alpert pointed up the
tn
SALESMEN ON GROUND
,
398-7956
school. The queen's court broad range of endeavors in '
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE the
will consist of Jeanette Nevile, counseling and guidance to
"Miss Senior," Barbara Turn- which Miss Tanneyhill h a
er, "Miss Junior:" Minnie Cole, contributed during her Ion,
"Miss Sophomore:" Betty Urban League service.
Jones, "Miss Freshman:" and
Miss Tanneyhill began what
their escorts.
was to become an outstanding
Miss Cole and George Ray career as a stenographer-secreGentry, a junior, were elected tary in the Springfield (Mass.)
2301 SO. THIRD
the "Citizens Of the Month." UL affiliate. Shortly after, she
Miss Cole is the daughter of was transferred to NUT,
headMr. and Mrs. Jack Cole, 5057 quarters in New York, where
Truse Ave. Gentry is the son her dedication to the League
e
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gen- program became and has
...
en'
try, 4954 Wilburn Ave. W. H. dured as incentive to thousands
Sweet is principal of the school of Negro youth.
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UT Nursing School Open To All Races

Pirthday For Kennedy, Jr.,
No Kiss From Daddy This Day

'Sad

Melrose Girls Get
Assignments At
California Base

1

Buy Your
1964
From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

PR Aide G2ts
Urban League ,,ad
A ward Of Merit

;a

LOOK!

1.ee And Lamar ;
To Be Presented
In Concert,Dec. 1

LOOK!

'62 Pontiac Starchief
'60 Comet 2-door
'61 Valiant
'61 Corvair 2-door

S2595
$1095 !--'_
$ 895 —
$1295

Native Of Meridian
Nen in chicago

Pattersen School
,
Crowns Nevi
At Coronation

LAKEVIEW
GARDEN

These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room -Kitchen and Den.
•

111e

nig

. 1 RAMBLE
,4ra

744 94. 744 Rae*

Eafe+ ceed 7(44.4‘e4te Art
eice4e# Paced

A Wondrous World Of Education
Opening The Gateway To
Success-Happiness-Security

7coriterwre

-

teme..1.9.

SHELBY
FINANCE
COMPANY

RADIO ANNOUNCING
GET READY FOR THE FAST GROWING OPPORTUNITIES
IN
RADIO-TV BROADCASTING, DISC
JOCKEY, NEWSCASTER, ETC.
CALL OR WRITE TODAY
544 Beale Ave
JA 6-8052

N
t4101 ""/
iOr
"
I
stsett

Bring Your
Holiday
MONEY
C. E.14ENCRICKS
Wants & Need
President
to our Family MONEY Problem Office
Office Hours: 9 to 5 Daily

Ai&

SAVE 8t*

*under Delco el
home delivered
mitt
,

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
eijijjjØ

3206 Walnu
Grove Road
Memphis, Tenn

PEACE REALTY

4787 Hornlake Rd.

3507 PARK AVE.

NOW LEARN

EDUCATION HOUSE INC.j

OPEN HOUSE

%nuns
iIIlSSuIII
,

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

r--) CART HOME SAVINGS!

1111

9 to 1 p.m. Thursday - 9 to 12 Noon Saturday
-411

WANTED!

TO TAKE UP PAYMENTS—GUARANTEED 4.41
7oo
1-23" TV
per tei,
1-11
/
2 H.P. - G.E. Air Cond
225
per week

1-1 H.P. G.E. Air Cond. 110 Volt.185
G.E. Automatic Washers
week
210
1-23" G.E. TV
week
175
1-23" G.E. Console
week

pwek1

per

per

per week

1—Premier Stove 36".
1 G.E. Portable TV

115
per week

1"
eel we'',

•
11
slk

4101A

118 Monroe Avenue
525-0431

175

1 G.E. Dryer 12 lb. Load

per week

GOOD YEAR
SERVICE STORE
1128 Union Ave
le, se -es

275-1155

•••••••
444 •
*Aga

••.,

1
-ears

•
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BESSEMER
BATESVILLE
Olive Baptist Church with ter of Rev. A. B. Littles of
By G. W. IVEY
By REV. MATTIE WALKER Rev. Charles Williams official-!Battle Creek,
Mich.. left for
The officers and members
Margie Calvin. 81, died at - tog. Burial was in Dewmaine Battle Creek
to visit her
of Old St. Paul Baptist Church the home of Olie McSpadder.,Cemetery.
mother who is in the hospital.
celebrated the 37th anniver- Funeral services were held at He is survived by three
•••
sary of their pastor, Rev. J. Hubble Cemetery in Newport daughters, three sons
— Ray- Annie Prater Nash of St.
F. Bryant.
with Hubble Funeral Horne mond, who lives in Colp—and Louis
is visiting her sisters,
The week-long celebration of Little Rock in charge.
31 grandchildren.
Eliza. McDoland and Siggie
•.•
She is survived by three
affair was attended by all the
Clark.
sisters, Gertha Cole. Jessie
members.
The Aba Billingsleys attendAmong the visiting minis- Herren and Della Rucker, all ed church at Bethel A.M.E.
Stockton,
Calif.
Church in Carbondale.
ters were Rev. Samuel Mar- of
•••
•••
shall, Rev. W. G. Treadwell
Slim Welles' funeral services
Rev. Archibald Mosley, preand Dr. C. C. Welch.
were held at Friendship Bap- siding elder of the Springfield
JACKSON
•••
tist Church with Rev. Albert District, held his first quarterBy C. A. AGNEW
Mary E. Bryant celebrated St. Clair officiating.
ly conference recently.
Catherine Hunt of 723 Midher birthday Nov. 4. She was
•.•
•• •
dleton St. quietly celebrated
royally entertained by relaMrs. 011ie Washington is
Sick list: Louise Jones and her birthday with a brother,
tives and friends.
She is at the home of relatives. Estella Henry.
S. B. Anderson and, sister,
•••
Marie Anderson, and a daugh•••=•
Laura Hudson's leg was
ter, Ida Copeland.
amputated at University Hos.••
pital. She is doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Northern
SAVANNAH
FORT WAYNE
so.
Sr.. 548 N. Church, are parBy HELEN McKAY
By H. DOWDELL
ents of a boy, born to them
Dr. Howard Jordon, presi- The Pilgrim
Sick list: Jimmie Fuller,
Baptist Church Oct. 21. the
baby was named
Arter King, Florence Akens dent of Savannah State Col- ielected new officers
recently, James Lee Jr.
lege, was guest speaker at St.
and W. J. Jenkins.
•••
.
••
James A.M.E. Church Men's1 The youth
fellowship at PilThe
Denmark
Day
and Mercer
service.
The
music
was
grim Church gave a special
SLOCOMB
.M.E. Churches are making
funished by the Men's Day Sunday program.
By A. L. STEPHENS
great strides under the new
• •
Roy Brown of Camden, N.J. Chorus under the direction of
pastor, the Rev. Willie Glass.
has returned after spending j B. S. Hannah.
Sick list: Callie Allen. So.• •
He graduated from Lane Colrine Austin, Tommy Russell,
several days with his par- !
A POLITICAL CAUCAS
lege,
Phillip School of TheolHom e corn in g ceremon- Angeline Ward,
ents, the Jim Browns.
Ma rear et,ogy and has
eiVii rights leader A. Philip Randolph
ies were held at the First Af- Whitt, Cloria
been granted a
vice president, is to assess the party plat• ••
Stevenson and scholarshi
i2nd from right/ chats with other parp to I.T.C., Atlanta,
i rican Baptist Church recently. Mamie
forms and Presidential candidates and
Dunbar.
Vessie Mobley of Dothare Rev. William Franklin
Ga.
ticipants of the 47th annual convocation
issue an evaluation to the nation's NeStokes
• ••
and her children recently vis- gave the guest address.
of the School of Religion at Howard UniMusic
groes. Discussing the proposal with Ranited her mother, Maggie Light- was under the direction
Funeral services for Otis
versity following an address in which he
of
dolph are II-r) Howard Jenkins of the
Thomas were held at Liberty
ner.
Elmer Ruffner, and Rosalee
called for a "non-partisan national Negro
National Labor Relations Board; William
GOODMA
N
C.M.E.
•••
Church,
with Rev. C.
Harden and Leon Dingle were
politic-al
conclave"
following
the 1964 DemBy Pearleane Billingslea
Stuart Nelson, Howard University's vice
F. Odom officiating. Burial
There will be a Thanks- in charge of the activities.
ocratic and Republican conventions. The
Myrtle Foster of Kansas was in Mt. Olive Cemetery
president, and Dean Daniel G. Hill, dean
giving Banquet at Masonic
,
purpose of such action, said the AFL-CIO
City, Mo. is here visiting her With Stephenson-Shaw Fuof Howard's School of Religion.
Hall. The all day feast is
aunt. Sally Cooper, and other ,neral Home in charge.
sponsored by the Shiloh Mis•••
relatives.
,
sionary Baptist Church. A
•••
'
AURORA
Women's Day was observed programs, and young
church service will begin at
people's
By ADA L. CARNOR
Louis Young of Canton was at Mt. Hope Baptist Church.
7:30 p.m. at which Rev. P. R.
programs:
Members of Gales Memorial ,here for several days with Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw of Ma•
i
•
Dortcle of Peterman
will Church
attended ordination his daughter, Mrs. Pearleane cedonia Baptist Church was
preach.
Magnolia M. Minor, 59, died
Virginia State College will
services for Bruno Buckner Billingslea.
guest speaker.
•• •
in Memorial Hospital. The fi•..
administer the National Teach•••
as minister in Wheaton, Ill.
nal rites were held from St.
•••
Addie Mae Gilmore and
er Examinations in February,
Bessie Perkins, Lula FlemMembers and friends of Paul A.M.E. Zion Church with
W. R. Ford of County Line
Dr. P. C. Johnson, director of
Gales Memorial was visited 1ng, Mary Miller and Pearle- Wesley Methodist Church
are , Dr. Melvin P. Linder °WeiseChurch, and the Eddie Dixons by the Turner Sisters Gospel ane Billingslea attended the very happy to
testing, announced.
see the new ' ing.
of Shiloh Church were dele- Group from Carnpbellsville,1 Women's Day service at St. church building
At the one-day testing si
is near com- I1 She is survived by
a broer,
gates to the 73rd annual ses- Ky.
brother.
Matthew Baptist Church in Pleted.
sion a candidate will take it
Willie A. Miller, and other
•••
sion of the Geneva District
..•
Perns
Common Examinations, which
•
i.e
Missionary Baptist AssociaMrs. Walter Stmth was callinclude tests in Professional
Funeral services for Mary!relatives. Burial was in West
Lawn
Cemetery
with
J.
tion. It was held. in Bellwood ed to Texas fOr the
D.
Gladys
Wiggans of McCool Whiteside, 249 Virginia St.,
Information, General Culture,
funeral
Ledford Funeral Directors in
at New Hope Baptist Church. services of her mother.
,and her children, visited her were held at St. Paul
English Expression, and NonBaptist ' charge.
•• •
The next session will be at the
,sister, Lois Garland.
Church, with Rev. A. E. Freeverbal Reasoning. In addition,
•••
Fifth St. Baptist Church in
•••
The Masonic lodge gave a
man officiating. Burial was in
each candidate will take one
Various teachers attended
Florala.
stag party recently.
Sick list: Violet Nelson and . the church cemetery. Stephenor two of the thirteen Optional
• ••
•••
Will McWillie.
. son-Shaw Morticians were in the East Tennessee Teachers
Examinations designed to
Association meet in ChattaI
A
World
'charge.
demonstra
te mastery of subCommunity dinner
Catherine Moore spent the
nooga, Tenn. recently.
•••
ject matter in his major teachSTARK VILLE
weekend in Demoplis with the sponsored by the Council of
•••
I Women was held recently
ing field.
By LEANDY MOORE
Oliver Shades.
at
, Theta Iota and Kappa SigThe United Counci 1 of
Ithe Y.W.C.A. Among
SING1N' WITH 'SOUL'
College seniors and teachers
those • The W illie Hoga n fa m ily, ma Chapters of the Omega Psi Church
Women sponsored a
,attending were five from St. Th om as Hogan
applying for positions in
Lilia Alphonse left) and Sara Birmingham sing a hearta nd Fannie Phi Fraternity, Inc., presented World Community
TRUSSVILLE
Day service
John A.M.E. Church.
schools requiring applicants
Mae Kemp spent the weekend their Annual Achievement at
felt duet during a talent show given by the International
By S. R. MEYERS
St. Paul A. M. E. Zion
in St. Louis visiting their sis- !Program in the Lane College
Members of MI. Canaan BapRelations Club at Bennett College's Little Theatre. The to submit scores on the NaChurch
Auditorium. The theme: • Intional Teacher Examinationss
ter, Louise Prater Rogers.
CARIO
•••
tist Church and its minister
young ladies were showing off some of the talents of
• ••
the American Revolution
are eligible to take tests.
By DAN CLARK
participated in the installation
for
their
The
native Panama to Greensboro, N. C. students.
Lanston High School
Applications,
r egistr aThe Youth Council of Mr
Eria Lovely and nephew, Rights."
service of the recently called
football team defeated the
tion procedures and representRev. Lies Held at Liberty Moriah M. B. Church held its Lee Cunningham, are in ChiArty
Lee
High School team of p
ative test questions may be
meeting recently. Jerry Allen,:cago for an indefinite period.
Baptist Church in Penson.
JOHNSON CITY
Dante, Va., 49-13.
obtained from Dr. P. C. John.. 15-year-old exhorter of
•••
the They are with a sister, Agnes
By CORTLAND RHEA
,
son, Virginia State College,
Methodist church, brought the Monroe Bell. whose husband
Johnson City was host to
Petersburg, or from the NaHarrel Bean, who is station- message.
is in the hospital.
•
West
Virginia
and
East
Ten• • •
ed in South Carolina with the
tional Teacher Examination*
•••
nessee Council's fall session
Army, spent three day's leave
Education
Testing Servi
Friends regret the passing The Curtis Gillespie family
ABERDEEN
of
the
PA.
of
W.
which
conwith his parents, the Mose of Mrs. Sara Winston
Princeton, N. J.
of 19th int St. Louis spent a weekend ' vened at Grace Temp
By HENRY CHUMP
Annie
Wortham
developm
Jackson,
of
education
of
ent
the
1
e
Bean, Srs.
St.. and Clarence Shelton of'here visiting relatives.
Mt. Marian Missionary Bap- Tenn., is part of 78 Americans
They ;Church, 333 Magnolia Ave.
•• •
40th St.
al system there.
I were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs.
LONG, LONG
V. S. Redd was host pas- tist Church sponsored a youth on their way to Tanganyika,
• • •
Miss Wortham recently com- The number
,Robe
rt
Cushman.
James Young is seriously
day program featuring youth- East Africa to aid in further
tor.
of phonograph
Bishop
Samuel
K.
Grimes
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Johnson 1
* ••
lii at Universal Hospital.
eight
pleted
training
week's
records sold in the United
,of New York, N.Y., presided. ful talent from various
of Martin Temple CM E have Emma Brook
forPe
aco
overseas
Corps
of the Rock The council consists of
community.
States last year would, if laid
evan- churches in •the
just returned from a trip to Hill communit
••
duty at Syracuse University end to end, make a belt about
y, and daugh- gelistic services, missionar
y
St. Louis.
New
In
York.
She
will
teach
The Library Committee s
37,000 miles long, enough to
• • •
junior high school English. go 1'4 times around the world
sponsoring a tea Nov. 24.
Dora Glasby is general chairat
the Equator, according to
'Everyon
invited.
e is
After two year's duty in
man of a Thanksgiving Dinner I ,
.;,
•• •
Tanganyika, she will return the Record Industry Associaat Everdale M. B. Church.
The Ladies Aid of First Bap• • •
to the United States to do ton of America --(UPI).
tist Church met at the home
graduate work in Foreign AfWard Chapel A ME Church
• of Mrs. Warren Griffen. Alice
fairs at George Washington
sponsored a Veterans Day dinWalls was official hostess.
University, Washington, D.C.
ner catering to over three hunNix Cream Deodorant
•.•
gives you that extra
Miss Wortham is a 1963
, dred guests. Leslie Crumble,',
margin of safety
Shirley Moore is on her way
graduate of Tuskegee Insticommander of the Claud Robyou need for
tute. During the summer she
to join her husband in New
inson post No. 899 of the city
around the clock
protection. More
Jersey. He is stationed there.
participated in the Operation
was guest speaker.
for your money,
• • •
Crossroads Project which took
too. Large "Ice
her to Ehtiopia where she aidAmy Byrd has just returned
jar for only LiP
ed in organizing schools.. She
'from the Illinois Art Educajust completed a teaching astion convention held in the Palw▪ pm
One sip •aporlrell
mer House in Chicago.
signment with the Peace
instantly to ease breathing. break up congesCorps in Washington.
ANNIE WORTHALM
tion, slop coughs of
Friends regret the passing
Miss Wortham is the daughcolds. virus, bronchial
{of Mrs. Sara Winston of 19th
Irritation or excess
ter of Rev. Johnny Wortham
smoking as It (1) PEN
;St. and Clarence Shelton of
Know Your Negro History and the late Mrs. Bernice G.
TRATES deep in
run-clogged nose. thr
Paul Laurence Dunbar, for Wortham. Besides a father
chest Arens.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo "Piwhom Dunbar Vocational High she leaves behind three broth- (21 RELIEVES raw. Irritated throat.
per"
Davis
of
Birmingh
am.
'Attie Washington Leech of
bronchial chest membranes.
Ala., have announced the mar- chool was named, was born ers — Willie, a freshman at (31 PROTVCIN against further irri008 22nd St., died at St. Mary's
in
72
d
d
1906 He Tuskegee Institute, and Johntation.
Pure, powerful, safe
riage
of
their
daughter,
Faye
!
Hospital.
She began teaching
13—Correspondence
formula
Joyce, to Alvin Curtis Rob- was an American poet and ny and Walter attending Merin Cairo in 1890.
Clubs
No habit-forming drugs. NO SUGAR.
ry
novelist
High
School.
sister,
Her
ertson Jr.
SYRUPS. SAFE FOR DIABETICS.
She Interrupted her w ark
Patricia, is majoring in biolo- No. I seller
LONELY, BE HAPPY. JOIN
in Canada for years.
The ceremony was held al
THEllong enough to marry Alex
American Clan
Box 757. Garr.
ISc and $1.2.5 at most drug stores.
gy
at
Knoxville
College.
Ind. Bend for information today.
the bride's home, 1112-4th
1Leech and to become the moth Way North. The Rev. Robert
30—Female Help Wanted ter of four children. She then
L. Alford officiated.
returned to her former posiMAIDS—N. Y. to 565 wk. rickew tion
The talented bride, an acand completed a record of
sent. Jobs waiting. M & M Agcy.,
complished musician, majored
over 50 years service.
210 Poet Ave., Weetbury, N.Y.
in voice and minored in piano GOiri
She was a devoted member
GUARANTEED N.Y LIVE-IN MAID
jobs $35 - $55 v.1, Pare advanced. of Ward Chapel
far
at Talladega College. She was
AM E Church.
Mallory Agency, Lynbrook. N.Y
music supervisor in the Sara- Martins serka,s..h•*d•che.or
tiedleon Ave. New York 27 N Y Funeral services will be held
rz
jar aches and
.
e
t oonr
seta,
Fia.,
County
with M. F. Traylor officiating.
Pliblic
emotional
32—Male & Female Help
Schools. She is a member of to day stress and strain. And folks wh5r; Stops Attacks in Minutes ... Relief Lasts for Hours!
Wanted
Pe.Yo..k. N.Y.(Speetall —The asthma
Alpha Kappa Alpha Kappa Vida'ar,17.kbi.,17,V,71,
—in tiner tablets called Primatene..
0,,... with thatsuffer
rest. formula prescribed
COLP
more than any These Primatene Tablet. open
,
I•Plet, uncomfortable le
Itne.
Sorority.,
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
If you are miserable and worn out be.. ether by doctors for their private bronchial tubes, loosen congestion,
The groonm is the sort of caimeofthelierlisc.,mforta,Doare.
patients is new available to asthma
John Thomas, Roscoe Kinrelieve taut nervous tension. All
h;ler,
.
fiaitntoreliev,
in&srlon. by sufferers without proscription.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin C. Rob- tgihr*Iplxit
AND
caid, George Hermon, Henry
Medical tests proved this formula without painful injections.
ertson,
Sr.
their
by
He
and
mild
teflon,
The secret m—Primatene combines
graduated
dloretiM
c rae
r
from
stove ftethres smirks in minutes and
and Tommie Ferceson of
rives hours nt freadom from rerur- 3 medicines (in full prescript:cm
Tennessee State University through.
are vacationing
Wanted in Bell retail advertising In Springfield
cf painful asthma spasms. strength) found most effective in
and is presently employed at go if nagging backache makea you feel rent*
Mit Momunts market_ We se y 25 per here.
This fol. mein is so effeet:ve tl.st comblnation for asthma distress.
oat, miserable, with rcetleas.
a
rent and 30 per Mot contract com•••
the DetrOit Michigan Urban sleepless
tech hello. ma•special purpose.
nIghte, don't wall, try Doan e It is the physic-Ian's
mission on the dollar
League as a Vocational Serv- pin.. gee tl,e same happy relief niilliona prescription—au nafo when used as
Sc took forward to Sleep at nif*
The New Tri-St•te Defender
Funeral services foe
T.
hare enjoyed for over 66 years. Ask for
directed that now It can he tost -- and freedom 'f.o
234 R. Wellington Rt.
("on asthma spas
Assistant.
ices
the
The
tent%
economy aims and save moner• without prescription in most
couple will
Seenrinta, T•11114401.•
Partan. 89, were held at 141.1
stelae Plimatenis-9Se. at any angst.),.
MR. Ar4 MRS. ALVIN Rohl
Get Doesl. Pith today!
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eace Corps Worker To
Teach In East Africa
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Stop body odor
—check
perspiration

When Nothing Else
STOPS that COUGH

I

BUCKLEY'S

•••

National
Classified Ads

•
.
-

.

•••

MIXTURE WILL
OR MONEY BACK

Faye Joyce Davis
01 Wham Marries
Alvin Robertson

ii
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No Nagging
Backache Means a Asthma Formula Prescribed
d Night'sSleep Most By Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription
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Even-Steven 19-19 Was Score Of League Play-Off

(Permanent)
lass, (n).
After shock had cleared the Warriors' 21-19 league con- ended. Richards' punt was
Night Gaines — 7:00 P. 94..HyjiNtykyty 13
amassed by just four Washvast confines of Crump Stadi- quest of Melrose, kicked the partially blocked by Melrose ington
ball luggers. Ester hit
Day
'
Gan
3:30 P. M. 1 Melrose vs. Douglass. Doug- um last Thursday night,
extra
Bookpoint.
and
the Golden Wildcats took on three of five passes for 72
Night — (n).
Day — (dl. lass. Douglass (n); Manassas
er T. Washington and Melrose BTw HIKES LEAD
over
DECEMBER 2
on
the Warriors' 15 yard yards while the equally sporIvs. Bertrand, Manassas, (n).
were no better off than when Reed, the night's leading stripe. Shortly afterwards, Le- adic
Douglass vs.
aerial attack of Melrose
Manassas' Doug-.JANUARY 15
they
entered
in
combat
nearly
ground
gainer
with
100
yards,
roy
Moton,
Melrose's top rush- found its target just once in
lass, (n); Melrose vs. Bertrand,
Douglass vs Manassas, Ma- two hours earlier — however, gave Washington a 13-0 margin er with 74 yards,
Melrose, In); B. T. W. vs. Carhit a favorite five attempts from three difver, Carver, (n); Lester vs nassas• (n); Bertrand s'S Mel- the 19-19 draw recorded in the when he knifed through for a hole off tackle from the two ferent flingers.
!rose, Bertrand, (n); Hamilton second duel between these two three yard touchdown after for the tolichdown.
By BILL LITTLE11111111111111111118 Hamilton, Hamilton, (d):
Bobby
Melrose and Washington
Lester, Lester, (n); Carver bitter rivals was a real donny- Richards had hauled in a 43 Smith kicked the point.
DECEMBER
4
shared the Prep League ChamCAGE SEASON OPENS
Melrose attack.
!vs.
B.
T.
brook
W.,
B.
T. W., (n).
witnessed by the largest yard pass from quarterback Moton culminated on 13 pionship
B.
T.
W.
vs.
Bertand,
B.
T.
W,
with 6-1 records.
Last year when Lester, the THUNDERBOLTS
crowd in Negro Prep League Ronald Ester late in the sec- plays the tying score, an eight STATISTICS
(n); Carver va. Douglass, Doug- iSEMESTER EXAMS
history.
defending Prep League bas- SEAS°NED
JANUARY 22
ond quarter.
yard power romp off the right
BTW Melrose
Father Bertrand could be ass, (n); Melrose vs.
The large turnout of 9,300, Eugene Coleman got Melrose side of the line to open the First
Douglass vs. Carver, Carver
sas, Melrose, (n).
eNgr betball champs, was favored the sleeper this year with
Downs
13
14
the DECEMBER
not
conspicious
in
30,000
rallying
seat
with a 46 yard run- third quarter.
(n); Manassas vs. Melrose, Ma6
Rushing Attempts 40
for that title, Coach Ira Spit- team built around Redell
48
Crump
Stadium,
saw
one
of
back
of
nassas,
the
ensuing kickoff. A Richards, shifted from the Yards
(n).
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*********************
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Prize Winner

IN ST. LOUIS
Just one of the many new
Stacey Adams styles,
we are showing

BEASLEY.JONES RAGLAND
4
111

99 South Main

SUNDAY DEC. 1, 1963

Chartored Luxury GREYHOUND Busies
• Leaving Handy Park-Sat. Nov. 30th 5 p.m.
• Arriving in St. Louis at 10:30 p.m.
• Returning Midnight Sunday Dec. 1, 1963
Transportation, Overnight
Accomeiletions in Holiday Inn
And Football Ticket

For Additional Information
Call 5214301'0r Stop in
tit 203 Beale St.
Ticket Must be Purchosed by Nov. 21, 19613

$3500
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35 Lane Seniors Complete
Student-Teacher Training
bars.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30. 1963

Weinberger Quits Brownsville;
Faced Four-Year Prison Term

t
Essie M. Perry, coordi- at South Jackson Elementary
BROWNSVILLE, Tenn. - the burns became infected.
ijaling teacher for the Division under critic teachers Mrs. W.
Eric Weinberger, the
white
Although Weinberger is a
qf Education at Lane College M. Lewis, Mrs. A. Maney, and
pacifist who came to Haywood complete pacifist, Brownsville
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A.
Robinson.
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sainounces that thirty-f i v e
him with
helped establish an industry kicking a deputy during the
sat:liars are completing student IN HIGH SCHOOL
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which
provides an income for demonstrations last fall. BeHigh departliacher training in the Jackment at Merry, Michael Carr,
more than 70 women, is gone. fore his trial, his attorney wee
aaa City and Humboldt city
R.
L.
Page,
Margo
Weinberger
Lane,
was given his informed that witnesses had
Forst bool systems.
die Flippin and Allene Norris
choice: he could remain in the been found who intended to
In the elementary departare under critic teachers: Mrs.
county and take a four-year testify that they had seen him
ment, Anita Briggs, 011ie Curjail sentence for assaulting a kick the officer, and that he
ry and James Prewitt are E. C. Ramey, Miss Claudine
Bledsoe, Mrs. Anita Spicer,
deputy sheriff, or he could would have to spend several
working under critic teachers,
Roy Manuel, and Tom Cobb in
leave.
years in jail.
Mrs. M. Wisdom, Mrs. M. Savthe areas of „social studies,
In September, while carryOn the other hand, if WeinAIN
age and Mrs. V. Brooks. At
ing a sign calling for school berger who had no witnesses, nonamosionie
GEORGIA
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Lincoln Elementary are La- language arts, physical educar
fayette Golden, Michael Mer- tion and mathematics. Other John A. Bass, son of Mr. and desegregation along with some agreed to leave Brownsville,
Corning here Dec. 9 - The Tennensee
critic teachers at Merry Jr.
ship Fund to help Memphis students at
Negro children, Weinberer was the charges would be dropped.
ry and Debris Woods, workMrs. John L. Bass of 3121 arrested. When he refused to "I saw that
State University basketball team will open
the Nashville school. Opposing the Tigers,
I had to leave
ing under critic teachers Mrs. High are: Mrs. A. M. Bond
Frayser
and
Raleigh
has
rd.,
Mrs.
been
Ruth
walk to jail, arm clamps were Brownsville one way or the
the 1963-64 season here on Monday night,
Brantley.
three-time NAIA champions, on the MelW. G. Stewart, Mrs. L. Lee,
At the senior high level at transferred to Turner AFB, Ga., put on him and he was drag- other - either on my own voDec. 9, in the Melrose High school gymand Mrs. B. Neilson.
rose High hardwood will be the Lane ColMerry
are
Joyce
ged
considerable
a
Brooks, Ara as a base fuel supply specialist
distance. lition or to jail for four years."
nasium in a benefit game sponsored by the
Ella Ingram, Karlen Purlege Dragons, favored to twist the tall of
Dudley,
Dorothy
Acid
was
poured on him, and Weinberger said.
Gennecy, after training at Lackland AFB,
year and Georgella Wilson are
Memphis chapter of the Tennessee State
the Tigers. Tickets are now on sale by
James
McKinney, Chester Tex. He is a 1963 graduate of he finally put up bond and NOT
LEAVING SOUTH
University Alumni association, Proceeds
TSU alumni.
went to a Negro hospital in
Kirkendoll,
Willie
Shaw, Manassas High school.
While he was in the West
will go to the chapter's W. I. Hall ScholarAlene Taylor, Earline Thomas,
Memphis for treatment after
Tennessee town, women from
Carolyn Vaulx, Willie Long,
homes where someone had
Solve Your Problems ' Westley McClure, George
been fired because thye regGreen, and Johnnie H. Lee
istered to vote learned the
With a Small, Low Cost under critic teachers Mrs.
M.
"tote bag" trade and more
E. Harris, physical education;
Real Estate Loan Mrs.
than 3,000 have been manuMarilyn Goldman, busifactured and sold. Weinberger
ness; Mesdames Rosetta Mclived in the building where
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A pprox.
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EAst 3-6262
set $3.00. Enclose brief resume,
236 &tan Wellington Street
AdUE tised in
;leen
8350
ellib Or terms. Call after recent photo for distributorship con.
test demonstrations.
$6.000 handles
5:30 p.m.

NEED MONEY?

'Victim' Sees Rats,
, Pigeon Droppers
Run For Cover

NOTICE

White Teachers
Pay Fines Of
Florida Pickets

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

State Savings Bank

Classified Ads...

Apts. For Rent

For Sale Misc.

Wanted

Help Wanted

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

IIC-Pitt

TOOdetores

SALESMEN WANTED

Houses For Sale

Autos For Salo

39' A

COOKED HAMS
FANCY GEESE 6
DUCKLINGS

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Seattle, Washington

BID

A

GI 2-3273 sideration. Marvin Chandler. 8.51 (1001.
per. East St. Louie,

-17
thdge,
foil, new Arrep4.,ra4io, good
oximasemenawatiamessiseenea••••••• 57
bargain. Cell 527-4781' or 526-5835
1958 Plymouth Station Wagon Overturn
•
•
1
MINUTE
AUTOMAT
IC
radio, and heater, VS motor,
•
• 'Wit
aUtornstic transtnlesion. See at

le
s

0
5
A

•171117INILY
CtEIMO•EU:

•
a
a
a
•
•

CAR WASH $
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Set. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun, Open A.M. is 2 P.M.

U

I.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

a

a
at

thru
Friday

•
a
•

ais SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

•
Itammemmesayearasimmiewane
3100 Summer at Baltic

PIM:ARY
•HUM
• ROAM.CLYILIt
TO CAIra
•IIIOAPER Si IREAST
5101Ii. went MEAT

42c
16 lb.

0

LB.

3411 Over

SCHILLING

PARKWAY MOTORS

Interior

1959 RAMBLER WAGON
A Dr., R /1, Luggage

Rod.

1960 FORD FAIRLARE i5001
V.8,

R H., 2

$

Di

1956 CHEV. WAGON
4 0, Pone, Glide

$

1959 OLDSMOBILE
White W

Green Int.,

Si

R.H .

1961 CHEVROLET
2

Dr. HI., 1,43,

R.H

S.

s

1962 FORD CONY.
V.8, R.H., Automat;c, P.S., P.E4

1958 CHEVROLET IMPALA
1954 PONVAC
Hydras., 2 Dr

1960 CHEVROLET IMPALA
40,., 11.1.,

V41,

$1

$1

White.

See C. Appreciate
1954 FORD
$215

1960 COMET . . . $1695

2

2 D... R.N., R•ol, Pool, Sh•rp

R.H., Automatic

FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES
Annini•••••••••••••••mormoomoposommimmoir'

63 Motorola Stereo

1959 MERCURY . . .31195
Soo. wagon Fully Eqoip. Incl. Posi•
One Oiyna.

1963 MERCURY ... SAYE

1959 DODGE

(Cl Donets. All Fully Equip.
51,000 Discount ? ? 7 ? ? ?

.

. $195

4 Dt., Auto., R.H.

1962 MERCURY

1162 GHEV

$2095

Imp. Sot., In Solid White.

1961 MERCURY . .51595
Mon,.r 4 Dr., Sod., Eao.o•
Extra Nice'? ? ? ?
SOVINg BRIX
LOOK! LOOK!
1954 FORD . .

LOCJI!
$149 I

PRICED TO SUIT TOUR POCK ET

$2196

• Di., leonr•i•y Cum.... Equip.

1962 MERCURY . . 51711
O Pass.
Ste. Wagon, F,P.

1339 MERCURY ... 51291

ise,,tstsy, 4 Dr, IL 2 Dr, Equip.

ATHAN'S

LOAN OFFICE

N

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS

1962 COMETS ... 511195
All Elora
•

••••-••

1 YEAR WARRANTY
FINANCING NO PROBLEM
Mite Shopping Welcome, Untiti9:00 p.m.
Bring Your Friends

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
-•-

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON,ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 IL 176 REAL STREET SA 6-5300

•

1962 COMETS .. • $1I95.•
• re 0.10" F.., All Equip.

4 No Cl,.... Frew,
Cl.... COM. & &Oa.
•••4

MEN LEARN A TRADE

Call Earnest Jones
WH 6-9591

$295

liellasty CH. Fully Equiv.

$

Financing No Problem, We Own Our

Special Services

Dr., H. T., Equip 4 Wit•

1156 OLDS

$

HT., Rig., 20,.

R..,

$

Saving Boa
1963 COMET ..
SAVE
Sr.. Woyon, Auto. R. 11. Solid

room 2 bath house, or duplex. Sana
as new. G. I. appraieed. 2530 Calbert.
Telephone 324.0485

SALESMEN WANTED

MONEY IQ LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

Silver Warranted Crest
measure of Confidence

1958 FORD CONY. V-11

8

Help Wanted

162-164-166 BEALE ST.

FROM

s 695
695
995
395
395
195
895
995
395
$1395

ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Opportunity to the people who qualify.
High School graduate and College
Student can earn up tu S500.00 From
now to Xmas. Call 323-9164.
For Interview Mr. Stringer

Full or part time agents to sum household enPliance and furniture. Liberal
commission with chance to own stock
in a growing concern. High 1W500l
23 SALESMEN TO SELL
seniors or graduates. Especially solleited•
ENCYCLOPEDIAS
13 weeks course In salsrmanship ofOpportunity to the people who qualify. fered free.
ONE BOOK CASE, BED, COMPLETE
High School graduate and College
PHONE 398-7956
mattress and epilog, one dreeser,
Student
can earn up to $500.00 From
2 chest of drawers. one washing manow to Xmas. Call 323-9464.
chine. One dinette net. one sewing FULL
OR PARTIME AGENTS TO
For interview Mr. Stringer
machine. CALL BR 6.2370. 2152
sell household appliances and furniPiedmont St.
ture,. Liberal cornmiseion with chance
to own !Poch, In a growing concern.
Plano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
High school seniors or graduates Espe- Men needed for permanent position.
new,
oa 1 BR 2.7644 for eervim,
ro oc
High school education required.
cial!), solicited. 13 weeks course In
Only
salesmanship
offered
free.
Take up payments
Phone 398-7958
No back notes to pay
Shoe Repair courses filuatrated step
nuns none FOR laNT
Only $11.93 per mo.
3 LARGE ROOMS • HALF BATA. Owen College Student desires to do by step. Self study leesuns. Study in
retired or settled oouphr. Near popu- Typing in Home or will go to the your spare time in your horn.. Own
•
lar bus thee. Stove FURNISHED.
Office call 323-4892 Miss Altoria Your own !snaffles. or work for other..
Comrlete course 120.00. Past Paid.
Garner
BR 2-3237
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY Write to: Marvin Chandler. Apt. 8-14,
for qualified. Interacted parson who Gom pas Homes Sart St. Mills
$50 to 3100 during your spare thew?
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for
A. Great opportunity awaits you for desires to make 850 th $100 per week GUARANTEED
N. Y. LIVE-1N bisin
al low as $19.95. Lots of othrir ffinlfrd
thaw
during
wily.
Call
942-5639
spare time. N. age limit. For
Immelobe. $35-$55 wk. Fars advanced,
makes and models to choose from. diately
for appointment and further in- further information call 942-5839 MonMallory Agency
Call 272-1381 - 2747-8963
formation Monday thru Friday. 9 to 5. day this, Friday 9 to 5 p.m.
Lynbrook, N. Y.
CIRIVAIE PARIS
amebas* a beme
Goa. Call Ittekso•

EPSTEIN

USED CARS
HULL DOBB
'695
R.H., Solid White, Red

Furn. For Sale

BARBERS WANTED
Lenore Hartley
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262. 1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
Ask for Mr. Goffman.
6 ROOM HOUSE
25 SALESWOMEN TO SELL

Goodyear
1128 Union Avenue

2144 UMAR X1-1:7p=, FA 4-3711,

1958 FORD 1500) FAIRLANE

Waverly. Call after

2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4.
Mens automatic self opening pushbutton acetate umbrellas. $3.00 ea..
Blue
denim shop aprons Ii 25 ea.. Long
2028
8 pm. BR 6.4327 playing Phonograph records of Ray
Charlea, B.B. King. Puke Ellington.
Etta James, Teddy Wilson, Erroll
Garner, etc. $1.50 ea. We pay Poatats
Write
for
illustrated
sheet:
price
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER
WOULD LIKE TOP CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago.
bar hi tale et0.01
- 60653
6-5397.

MADAM BELL

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are You Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged(
If any of these are your problems, COMP let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Ilsr home
is '2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whltehaven State Linea,
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see W
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

0

Slehyr

.

